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Question 1
Consider the following statements about European Union.
1. The Council is the decision-making branch of the EU.
2. All the 28 member-countries of the EU have to support the move for making
any decision.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 1: c
All the 28 member-countries of the EU will have to support the move as the
bloc decides on such issues under the principle of consensus. Statement 2
is correct.
The Council: Informally called the Council of Ministers, this is the
decision-making branch of the EU, and comprises ministers from the 28
states, who are accountable to their own assemblies. Statement 1 is correct
The presidency of the Council rotates amongst member states every six
months. Important decisions are made by unanimous agreement, and others
are reached through qualified majority voting or by a simple majority
(intergovernmental body)..

About EU
The European Council: Also called the European Summit, it is made up
of the presidents or prime ministers of each member state, accompanied by
their foreign ministers, and a permanent, full-time President of the EU.
The European Commission: Based in Brussels, is the executivebureaucratic arm of the EU. It is headed by 28 Commissioners and a
President .
The European Parliament: Usually located in Strasbourg, it is composed
of Members of the European Parliament (MEPs), who are directly elected
every five years. The Parliament is a scrutinizing assembly, not a
legislature.

About EU

The European Court of Justice: Situated in Luxembourg, the ECJ
adjudicates on EU law and treaties.
The European Central Bank: It is located in Frankfurt, the ECB is the
central bank for Europe’s single currency, the euro.
The ECB’s main task is to maintain the price stability in the euro area.

Question 2
Consider the following statements regarding Hostile Takeover.
1. It is the acquisition of one company (called the target company) by
another (called the acquirer) that is accomplished by going directly to the
company's shareholders.
2. A hostile takeover can be accomplished through a tender offer.
3. Target company's management wants the takeover to go through.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) 1 and 2
(b) 2 and 3
(c) 2 only
(d) None of these

Answer 2: a
In the country's first hostile takeover bid in the IT sector, infrastructure giant
Larsen & Toubro made an offer to buy up to 66 per cent stake in the Mindtree for
around Rs 10,800 cr.
 Hostile takeover is the acquisition of one company (called the target company) by
another (called the acquirer) that is accomplished by going directly to the
company's shareholders or fighting to replace management to get the acquisition
approved. Statement 1 is correct.
A hostile takeover can be accomplished through either a tender offer or a proxy
fight. Statement 2 is correct.
The key characteristic of a hostile takeover is that the target company's
management does not want the deal to go through. Statement 3 is incorrect.

Answer 2: a
When a company, an investor or a group of investors makes a tender offer
to purchase the shares of another company at a premium above the current
market value, the board of directors might reject the offer.
The acquiring company can take that offer directly to the shareholders, who
may choose to accept it if it is at a sufficient premium to market value or if
they are unhappy with current management.
The sale of the stock only takes place if a sufficient number of
stockholders, usually a majority, agree to accept the offer.

Question 3
Consider the following statements about Mozambique.
1. It shares border with South Africa.
2. Cyclone Idai, a category 1 tropical storm, has hit the nation.
3. Its official language is Portuguese.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) 1 and 2
(b) 2 and 3
(c) 1 and 3
(d) All of these

Answer 3: c
• Cyclone Idai triggered a "massive disaster" in southern Africa affecting
hundreds of thousands if not millions of people, the UN has said.
• According to United Nations officials, cyclone Idai, a category 4 tropical
storm, which hit southern Africa, is likely the worst weather-related disaster.
Statement 2 is incorrect.
• Mozambique is a country located in Southeast Africa bordered by the Indian
Ocean to the east, Tanzania to the north, Malawi and Zambia to the
northwest, Zimbabwe to the west, and Eswatini (Swaziland) and South
Africa to the southwest. Statement is correct.
• Official language: Portuguese. Statement 3 is correct.

Mozambique

Question 4
Consider the following statements about the Dalai Lama..
1. The Dalai Lama and his Tibetan Government-in-Exile have made Tawang
their residence.
2. The Dalai is the head monk of the Gelug school of Tibetan Buddhism.
3. He is considered to be the successor in a line of tulkus who are believed
to be incarnations of Ardhanarishwara.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1 and 2
(b)
Only 2 and 3
(c)
Only 2
(d)
Only 3

Answer 4: c
The Dalai Lama and his Tibetan Government-in-Exile have made
Dharamshala their residence. Statement 1 is incorrect .
The Dalai is the head monk of the Gelug school of Tibetan Buddhism.
Statement 2 is correct
He is considered to be the successor in a line of tulkus who are believed to
be incarnations of Avalokitesvara, the Bodhisattva of Compassion.
Statement 3 is incorrect.
Until the 1950s, the Dalai Lamas headed the Tibetan government.

Answer 4: c

As per the tradition, indications about the next Dalai Lama would be left
behind by the present one.
Panchen Lama, second only to The Dalai Lama is traditionally recognized
by the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama is part of the process by which
each new Dalai Lama is chosen.

Question 5
Consider the following statements about Foreign Currency Swap.
1. The purpose of engaging in a currency swap is usually to procure loans in
foreign currency at more favorable interest rates.
2. Each party continues to pay interest on the swapped principal amounts
throughout the length of the loan.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Only 1 and 2
(d)
None of these

Answer 5: c
The Reserve Bank has said that it will inject long-term liquidity worth $5
billion into the system through foreign exchange swap arrangement with
banks for three years.
The swap will be in the nature of a simple buy/sell foreign exchange swap
from the Reserve Bank side.
Under the swap, a bank would sell US dollars to the RBI and
simultaneously agree to buy the same amount of US dollars at the end of the
swap period.

Answer 5: c
In a currency swap, each party continues to pay interest on the swapped
principal amounts throughout the length of the loan.
When the swap is over, principal amounts are exchanged once more at a
pre-agreed rate (which would avoid transaction risk or the spot rate.
A foreign currency swap is an agreement to exchange currency between
two foreign parties.
The agreement consists of swapping principal and interest payments on a
loan made in one currency for principal and interest payments of a loan of
equal value in another currency.

Question 6
Which of the following categories are part of the ‘School Education Quality
Index(SEQI)’ ?
1. Outcomes
2. Governance and Management
3. General awareness
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer 6: a
1. Purpose and Goals of the SEQI:
The goal of the State-level ‘School Education Quality Index’ (SEQI) is to
institutionalize a focus on improving education outcomes (learning, access,
equity) in India.
2. It recognizes that school education is a subject on the Concurrent List and Statelevel leadership is critical for improving outcomes in cost-effective ways.
3. The ‘School Education Quality Index’ (SEQI) comprises a set of indicators
thatcritically influence the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the school
education sector.
4. The SEQI is means to an end, so as to focus on improving teaching and learning
in schools.

Composition of the SEQI:

State-level ‘School Education Quality Index’
Category

1.Outcomes

2.Governance and
Management

Domain

Number of indicators

Total weight of Domain

1.1 Learning outcomes
and Quality

12

360

1.2 Access outcomes

7

140

1.3 Equity outcomes

10

150

2.1 Governance
processes

15

350

Grand total = 44

1000

Question 7
1. Consider the following statements regarding ‘Right to Self Defence’.
2. Section 96 to 106 of Indian Penal Code, states the law relating to the right of
Private Defence of person and property
3. The right embraces the protection of property, whether one’s own or another
person’s, against certain specified offences, namely, theft, robbery, mischief and
criminal trespass”.
4. Which of the above statements is/are correct?
5. (a) Only 1
6. (b) Only 2
7. (c) Both 1 and 2
8. (d) None of these

Answer 7: c
Supreme Court in its recent judgement has said “The right to self-defense
extends not only to one’s own body but to protecting the person and property
of another”.
Section 96 to 106 of Indian Penal Code, states the law relating to the right
of Private Defence of person and property.
The right embraces the protection of property, whether one’s own or
another person’s, against certain specified offences, namely, theft, robbery,
mischief and criminal trespass”.
The court explained that the right does not arise if there is time to have
recourse to the protection of the public authorities. Nor does it extend to the
infliction of more harm than is necessary.

Question 8
Consider the following statements about the Forests Rights Act.
1. The Act provides the right to hold and live in forest land for habitation or for
self-cultivation for livelihood by a member or members of a Forest Dwelling
Scheduled Tribe (FDSTs) or Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (OTFDs)
2. It gives the right of ownership, access to collect, use and dispose of minor forest
produce which has been traditionally collected within or outside village
boundaries.
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above

Answer 8: c
The Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition
of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, was passed on the 18th of December, 2006.
This Act is also known as the Forest Rights Act.
The Act provides the right to hold and live in forest land for habitation or
for self-cultivation for livelihood by a member or members of a Forest
Dwelling Scheduled Tribe (FDSTs) or Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(OTFDs).
It gives the right of ownership, access to collect, use and dispose of minor
forest produce which has been traditionally collected within or outside
village boundaries.
The act also provides for community rights and rights of entitlement such
as fish and other products of water bodies, etc.

Question 9
Ocean waters having temperatures of 27° C or more is the source of moisture
which feeds the storm. The condensation of moisture releases enough __ to
drive the storm. Fill in the blank.
a) Latent heat of condensation
b) Latent heat of evaporation
c) Heat of condensation
d) Heat of evaporation

Answer 9: a
Tropical cyclones are violent storms that originate over oceans in tropical
areas and move over to the coastal areas bringing about large scale
destruction due to violent winds and very heavy rainfall.
They are irregular wind movements involving closed circulation of air
around a low pressure center.
This whirling motion is a result of rapid upward movement of hot air which
is subjected to Coriolis force.

Answer 9: a
Ocean waters having temperatures of 27° C or more is the source of
moisture which feeds the storm.
The condensation of moisture releases enough latent heat of
condensation to drive the storm.

Question 10
Who is the nodal ministry for Extradition in India?
a) Ministry of Home Affairs
b) Ministry of External Affairs
c) Ministry of Finance
d) None of these

Answer 10: b
As defined by Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, ‘Extradition is the delivery
on the part of one State to another of those whom it is desired to deal with
for crimes of which they have been accused or convicted and are justifiable
in the Courts of the other State’.

Answer 10: b
The Extradition Act 1962 provides India’s legislative basis for extradition.
To consolidate and amend the law relating to the extradition of fugitive
criminals and to provide for matters connected therewith, or incidental
thereto, the Extradition Act of 1962 was enacted.
It consolidated the law relating to the extradition of criminal fugitive from
India to foreign states.
The Indian Extradition Act, 1962 was substantially modified in 1993 by Act
66 of 1993.

Answer 10: b
CPV Division, Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India is the
Central/Nodal Authority that administers the Extradition Act and it
processes incoming and outgoing Extradition Requests.
In case of urgency, India may request the provisional arrest of the fugitive,
pending presentation of an extradition request. A provisional arrest request
may be appropriate when it is believed that the fugitive may flee the
jurisdiction.

Question 11
Consider the following statements about India- Maldives relations..
1. India- Maldives conduct joint naval exercise called Milaap
2. Maldives and India do not have a Free Trade Agreement.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 11: b
Why in news?
The External Affairs Minister was on a visit to Maldives.
The Act sets up anti-corruption ombudsman called Lokpal at the Centre
and Lokayukta at the State-level.
India and Maldives take part in biennial eight-day naval exercise, Milan.
Statement 1 is incorrect.
MILAN is a congregation of littoral navies conducted biennially by
Indian Navy under the aegis of the Andaman and Nicobar Command.
Maldives and India do not have a Free Trade Agreement. However
Maldives and China entered into Free Trade Agreement. Statement 2 is
correct.

Answer 11: b
16 countries were invited in 2018 edition of exercise include Australia,
Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Myanmar, New Zealand, Oman, Vietnam,
Thailand, Tanzania, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Kenya
and Cambodia.
Maldives declined invitation for MILAN exercises due to the circumstances
of a State of Emergency that time.
Ties between New Delhi and Male came under strain during former
Maldivian President Abdulla Yameen’s five-year rule.
Later, Solih became president in November after he defeated Yameen in
presidential elections.

Question 12
Consider the following statements regarding circular migration.
1. Circular migration or repeat migration is the temporary.
2. Generally it is the repetitive movement of a migrant worker between
home and host areas.
3. It happens for employment only.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) 1 and 2
(b) 2 and 3
(c) 2 only
(d) None of these

Answer 12: a
Why in news
An international study titled “Deltas, Vulnerability and Climate Change:
Migration and Adaptation (DECMA) reveals that Economic reasons are the
precipitating factor for migration in the Indian Bengal Delta that comprises
the Sunderbans.
Circular migration or repeat migration is the temporary and usually
repetitive movement of a migrant worker between home and host areas.
It represents a pattern of population mobility of rural-urban. Statement 1
and 2 are correct.

Answer 12: a
Usually it happens for the purpose of employment. There might be other
reasons too for migration. Statement 3 is incorrect.

Question 13
Consider the following statements about Goa.
1. Goa’s official language is Konkani.
2. On December 19, 1961, Goa was liberated from the Portuguese.
3. The territory of Goa was formally integrated into the Indian Union after
the passing of 12th Amendment Act to the Constitution of India.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) 1 and 2
(b) 2 and 3
(c) 1 and 3
(d) All of these

Answer 13: d
• Goa celebrates its Liberation Day on December 19, 1961 to mark getting
independence from the 450-years of Portuguese rule.
• On this day Operation Vijay was completed by the Indian Forces
• It liberated territories of Goa, Daman and Diu , Anjadiv Island from the
Portuguese. Statement 2 is correct.

Answer 13: d
• The territory of Goa was formally integrated into the Indian Union after the
parliament passed 12th Amendment Act to the Constitution of India in
1963. Statement 3 is correct.
• Konkani as the Official Language of then Union Territory of Goa, Daman
and Diu. Statement 1 is correct.

Question 14
Consider the following statements about Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme.
1. Preference for physical gold is the main driver for the growth of SGB
scheme.
2. The Bond is issued by the Reserve Bank on behalf of Government of
India.
3. Opening of demat accounts is a must for SGBs.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1 and 2
(b)
Only 2 and 3
(c)
Only 1 and 3
(d)
1,2 and 3

Answer 14: b
SGBs are government securities denominated in grams of gold. They are
substitutes for holding physical gold. Investors have to pay the issue price in
cash and the bonds will be redeemed in cash on maturity.
Preference for physical gold, need for demat accounts, lock-in period are all
speed breakers to the Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme. Statement 1 is
incorrect.

Answer 4: b

An investor will get returns that are linked to gold price. The scheme offers
an alternative to holding gold in physical form plus the Bonds bear interest
at the rate of 2.75 per cent (fixed rate) per annum on the amount of initial
investment.
They can be used as collateral for loans.
The Bonds are issued by the Reserve Bank of India on behalf of the
Government of India.
The bonds are distributed through banks and designated post offices.
Sovereign Gold Bonds are issued on payment of rupees and denominated in
grams of gold.

Answer 14: b
The Sovereign Gold Bonds are available in demat form. Statement 3 is
correct.
RBI has also allowed trading of Sovereign Gold Bonds in Capital Market
segment of the Exchange/s. The procedure for trading of Sovereign Gold
Bond is same as of Equity. The circulars related to trading, clearing,
settlement etc are available are on BSE and NSE
CDSL provides the facility to hold Sovereign Gold Bonds in its demat
account (no need to open a separate account for the same) and also to settle
the trades done on BSE/ NSE.

Question 15
Consider the following statements about Scorpene submarines.
1. The Scorpene class submarines are a class of nuclear powered submarine.
2. They are built under Project-76 .
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Only 1 and 2
(d)
None of these

Answer 15: d
Scorpene class submarines is a class of diesel-electric submarine being
built under Project-75 by Mazgaon Docks Limited (MDL) with technology
transfer from France.It features diesel-electric propulsion and an additional
air-independent propulsion (AIP) system.It will have both anti-surface and
anti-submarine warfare. Statement 1 is incorrect.
Conventional diesel-electric submarines have to come to surface every few
days to get oxygen to recharge their batteries.With AIP systems, they can
stay submerged for much longer periods.

Answer 15: d
Karanj is the third of the six Scorpene-class submarines Scorpene-class
submarines being built by Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL)
under the Project 75 programme of Indian navy. Statement 2 is correct.
It is designed to operate in all theatres, including the tropics. It is provided
with all means and communications to ensure interoperability with other
components of a naval task. s

Question 16
Which of the following diseases have mosquitoes as their vector?
1. West Nile Fever
2. Nipah
3. Zika virus
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer 16: c
Nipah virus is a zoonotic virus (it is transmitted from animals to humans)
and can also be transmitted through contaminated food or directly between
people. In infected people, it causes a range of illnesses from asymptomatic
(subclinical) infection to acute respiratory illness and fatal encephalitis. The
virus can also cause severe disease in animals such as pigs, resulting in
significant economic losses for farmers.
Zika virus disease is caused by a virus transmitted primarily by Aedes
mosquitoes, which bite during the day.

Answer 16: c
Zika virus infection during pregnancy can cause infants to be born with
microcephaly and other congenital malformations, known as congenital
Zika syndrome. Infection with Zika virus is also associated with other
complicationsWest Nile Virus (WNV) can cause neurological disease and
death in people. WNV is commonly found in Africa, Europe, the Middle
East, North America and West Asia. WNV is maintained in nature in a cycle
involving transmission between birds and mosquitoes. Humans, horses and
other mammals can be infected.
West Nile Virus (WNV) is a member of the flavivirus genus and belongs to
the Japanese encephalitis antigenic of pregnancy including preterm birth
and miscarriage.
complex of the family Flaviviridae.

Question 17
Consider the following statements regarding ‘Two-sector economy’.
1. It means the capitalist sector and the subsistence sector.
2. As per the theory, the living standards of all citizens in such two-sector
economies are determined by the wages of the people in the subsistence
sector.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
None of these

Answer 17: c
• Why in news?
• Researchers feel that India does not have a jobs crisis but a wages crisis.
Statement 1 is correct.
• Wages are not determined by some external factor that is removed from
labour market conditions. It is entirely a function of the labour market.
• If demand is higher than supply, wages automatically rise; if not, they
remain stagnant. To understand the unemployment issue as a wages problem
shows ignorance. Statement 2 is correct
• This made up about 21.4% of the overall energy mix, with the rest coming
from thermal, nuclear and large hydro sources..

Answer 17: c
This theory shows that economies such as India and China, which have an
“infinite supply of labour”, there tends to be a two-sector economy — the
capitalist sector and the subsistence sector.
The living standards of all citizens in such two-sector economies are
determined by the wages of the people in the subsistence sector.
If there is demand for labour and skills in the capitalist sector, then the
good supply of labour from the subsistence sector will transition.
Wages will ultimately rise only when the demand for labour exceeds the
supply of labour in the subsistence sector.

Question 18
Consider the following statements about the Indian aviation industry.
1. Many airlines have been pricing tickets well above the cost of production
of a seat.
2. The domestic air passenger traffic has grown at a healthy compounded
annual growth rate (CAGR) of about 21% over FY2015-18.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a) 1 only
b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) None of the above

Answer 18: b
1. Indian aviation industry is going through crisis. Its profitability has been
impacted due high process of ATF and price war.
2. Many airlines have been pricing tickets well above the cost of production
of a seat. Statement 1 is incorrect.

Answer 18: b

Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF) is dispensed from specially designed
refuellers, which are driven up to parked airplanes and helicopters.
A price war is a competitive exchange among rival companies who lower
prices to undercut one another. A price war may be used to increase revenue
in the short term, or as a longer-term strategy to gain market share.
The domestic air passenger traffic has grown at a healthy compounded
annual growth rate (CAGR) of about 20.9 % over FY2015-18. Statement 2
is correct.

Question 19
The Padma Awards are conferred on the recommendations made by the
Padma Awards Committee. The committee is constituted by
a) the Prime Minister
b) the President
c) The Parliament
d) None of these

Answer 19: a
Why in news?
Indian President Ram Nath Kovind has recently presented the Padma
Awards 2019. The Padma Awards are one of the highest civilian honours of
India. The awards are announced annually on the eve of Republic Day..
The Awards are given in three categories viz. a) Padma Vibhushan, b)
Padma Bhushan and c) Padma Shri.
Padma Vibhushan is awarded for exceptional and distinguished service.
Padma Bhushan is awarded for distinguished service of a high order. While,
Padma Shri is awarded for distinguished service.

Answer 19: a
The Padma Awards are conferred on the recommendations made by the
Padma Awards Committee.
The committee is constituted by the Prime Minister annualy.
The Padma Awards Committee is headed by the Cabinet Secretary.
Home Secretary, Secretary to the President and 4-6 eminent personalities
are its members.

Question 20
Which of the following is not a tributary of river Kaveri?
a) Lakshmantirtha
b) Hemavati
c) Bhavani
d) Hasdo

Answer 20: d
River Kaveri
The river falls from the Karnataka Plateau to the Tamil Nadu Plains through
the Sivasamudram waterfalls.
The river rises at an elevation of 1,341 m at Talakaveri on the Brahmagiri
range near Cherangala village of Kodagu (Coorg) district of Karnataka.
Tributaries of the Cauvery River
Left Bank: the Harangi, the Hemavati, the Shimsha and the Arkavati.
Right Bank: Lakshmantirtha, the Kabbani, the Suvarnavati, the Bhavani,
the Noyil and Amaravati.

Answer 20: d
The Cauvery basin extends over states of Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala
and Union Territory of Puducherry .
It is bounded by the Western Ghats on the west, by the Eastern Ghats on the
east and the south.
Hasdo River is a tributary of river Mahanadi. It rises in the Sarguja
district of Chhattisgarh and meets Mahanadi at Mahuadih.

River Kaveri

Question 21
• Recently schemes of National Minority Development Finance Corporation (NMDFC)
are being implemented, consider the following statements
1.
The National Minorities Development & Finance Corporation (NMDFC) was
incorporated as a company not for profit.
2.
It is a National Level Apex Body for the benefit of Minorities as defined under
the National Commission for Minorities Act 1990.
Which of the following statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Question 21: Answer (a)
• The National Minorities Development & Finance Corporation (NMDFC) was
incorporated as a company not for profit, hence statement 1 is correct.
• It is a National Level Apex Body for the benefit of Minorities as defined under the
National Commission for Minorities Act 1992. Hence statement 2 is incorrect.
• The prime mandate of NMDFC is to provide concessional finance to the Minorities
for self-employment/ income generation activities.
• The National Minorities Development & Finance Corporation (NMDFC) is
functioning under the administrative control of the Ministry of Minority Affairs,
Government of India, with an objective to promote the economic & developmental
activities for the benefit of the “Backward Sections’ amongst the notified Minorities,
preference being given to the occupational groups & women,

Question 21: Answer (a)
• Following schemes are being implemented by NMDFC:Concessional Credit Schemes
• Term Loan:- Maximum Loan of up to Rs.20.00 Lacs per beneficiary is
available under Credit Line-1 at an interest rate of 6% p.a. Higher loan of
maximum up to Rs.30.00 Lacs per beneficiary is available under Credit
Line-2 at an interest rate of 8% p.a. for male beneficiaries & 6% p.a for
female beneficiaries.
• Micro Finance:- Maximum loan upto Rs.1.00 lac per SHG member is
available under Credit Line -1 at an interest rate of 7% p.a. Higher loan of
maximum upto Rs.1.50 lacs per SHG member is available under Credit
Line-2 at an interest rate of 10% p.a. for male beneficiaries & 8% p.a for
female beneficiaries.

Question 21: Answer (a)
• Education Loan:- The Educational Loan of upto Rs.20.00 lacs for courses in
India & Rs.30 lacs for courses abroad is available at an interest rate of 3%
p.a. under Credit Line-1 while interest @ of 8% p.a. is charged from male
beneficiaries & 5% p.a from female beneficiaries under Credit Line-2.
• Mahila Samridhi Yojana:- Skill development training is imparted to group
of women in women friendly trades. Training period is of maximum 6(six)
months with training & raw material cost of upto Rs.1,500 per women
while stipend @ Rs.1,000 is available for each women. During the period of
training, the women are formed into Self Help Group, followed by infusion
of micro-credit maximum upto Rs.1.00 lacs per member for the purpose of
using the skill developed during the training, for income generation
activities.

Question 22.
• Consider the following statements about Angel Tax sometimes seen in the news,
1.
It is a 30% tax that is levied on all startups which receive funding from an
external investor under Foreign Direct Investment.
2.
The taxable income of the company is subject to fulfillment of certain terms and
conditions, as specified by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP).
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Question 23: Answer (c)
Importance of Chahbahar Port
• India is one of a handful of countries that continued trade links with Iran
despite it being isolated by Western countries against its disputed nuclear
programme. New Delhi is Tehran's second-biggest oil client after Beijing.
• The Chabahar port will cut transport costs/time for Indian goods by a third. The
port is likely to ramp up trade among India, Afghanistan and Iran in the wake of
Pakistan denying transit access to New Delhi for trade with the two countries.
• Iran plans to turn the Chabahar port into a transit hub for immediate access to
markets in the northern part of the Indian Ocean and in Central Asia.
• About a fifth of the oil consumed worldwide each day passes through the Strait,
a shipping choke point that separates the Persian Gulf from the Gulf of Oman
and Indian Ocean.

Question 23: Answer (c)
• The Chabahar port, located in the Sistan-Baluchistan Province on Iran's
southern coast, will also set up India's road access to four cities in
Afghanistan.
• From Chabahar, the existing Iranian road network can link up to Zaranj in
Afghanistan, about 883 kms from the port. The Zaranj-Delaram road
constructed by India in 2009 can give access to Afghanistan's Garland
Highway, setting up road access to four major cities in Afghanistan -- Herat,
Kandahar, Kabul and Mazar-e-Sharif.
• The port project will be the first overseas venture for an Indian state-owned
port. India and Iran had in 2003 agreed to develop Chabahar on the Gulf of
Oman outside the Strait of Hormuz, near Iran's border with Pakistan.

Question 23: Answer (c)

Question 24.
• In the context of recently launched Information Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean
Region, Consider the following statements
1. The IFC has been established at the Navy’s Information Management and
Analysis Centre (IMAC) in Mumbai.
2. Through this Centre, information on “blue shipping”, will be exchanged with
countries in the region.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Question 24: Answer (d)
• The Information Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean Region aims to engage with partner
nations and multi-national maritime constructs to develop comprehensive maritime
domain awareness and share information on vessels of interest.
 Key Highlights
 The IFC has been established at the Navy’s Information Management and Analysis
Centre (IMAC) in Gurugram, which is the single point centre linking all the coastal
radar chains to generate a seamless real-time picture of the nearly 7,500-km coastline.
Hence statement 1 is incorrect.
 Through this Centre, information on “white shipping”, or commercial shipping, will
be exchanged with countries in the region to improve maritime domain awareness in
the Indian Ocean. Hence Statement 2 is incorrect.

Question 24: Answer (d)
 The centre would work towards capability building in the region,
coordination of incident response and disaster relief, and in time, also share
submarine safety information.
 It will help nations interface and integrate, wherein, they would benefit
from each other’s best practices and expertise.
 It would also help foster bonds of trust, camaraderie and partnership,
ingredients that are vital for relationships between nations to transcend
from being merely transactional to ones that are transformational”.

Question 25.
Central Information Commission has been in the news for the appointment of CIC
Commissioner, with reference to this, consider the following statements
1.
It was constituted under the provisions of the Right to Information Act (2005).
2.
It consists of a Chief Information Commissioner and not more than three
Information Commissioners.
Which of the following statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) None of the above

Question 25: Answer (a)
• Central Information Commission was established by the Central Government in
2005. It was constituted through an Official Gazette Notification under the
provisions of the Right to Information Act (2005), Hence, Statement 1 is correct. It
is not a constitutional body.
• The Commission consists of a Chief Information Commissioner and not more than
ten Information Commissioners, statement 2 is incorrect.
• They are appointed by the President on the recommendation of a committee
consisting of the Prime Minister as Chairperson, the Leader of Opposition in the
Lok Sabha and a Union Cabinet Minister nominated by the Prime Minister.
• The Chief Information Commissioner and an Information Commissioner hold office
for a term of 5 years or until they attain the age of 65 years, whichever is earlier.
They are not eligible for reappointment.

Question 26.
With reference to Oxytocin, often in news, Consider the following statements
1.
Oxytocin is a hormone produced by the hypothalamus and secreted by the
pituitary gland.
2.
It plays a crucial role in the childbirth process and also helps with sexual
reproduction.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Question 26: Answer (c)
• Oxytocin is a hormone produced by the hypothalamus and secreted by the pituitary
gland. This important hormone plays a crucial role in the childbirth process and also
helps with male reproduction, Hence both statements are correct.
• Oxytocin has also been dubbed the hug hormone, cuddle chemical, moral molecule,
and the bliss hormone due to its effects on behaviour, including its role in love and in
female reproductive biological functions in reproduction.
• Oxytocin is a hormone that is made in the brain, in the hypothalamus. It is
transported to, and secreted by, the pituitary gland, which is located at the base of the
brain.

Question 26: Answer (c)
• It acts both as a hormone and as a brain neurotransmitter.
• In women, oxytocin is responsible for signalling contractions of the womb
during labor.
• It also increases the production of prostaglandins, which move labor along
and increases the contractions even more.
• It is often used as a drug for many other illegal activities in the country.
• It is injected into girls who are used for flesh trade. It is used to speed births.
Also, it is used by farmers to plump up vegetables like pumpkin and bottle
gourd. So, the government decided to reduce the over usage in the country.

Question 27
• Consider the following statements about the UNSC veto system.
1. Article 27 (3) of the UN Charter establishes that all substantive decisions
of the Council must be made with “the concurring votes of the permanent
members”.
2. The use of the veto by Russia and China rose considerably since 2011.
Which of the above is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) None of the above

Question 27: Answer (c)
What is UNSC?
• The United Nations Security Council has primary responsibility for the
maintenance of international peace and security. It has 15 Members, and each
Member has one vote. Under the Charter of the United Nations, all Member
States are obligated to comply with Council decisions.

Question 27: Answer (c)

• Article 27 (3) of the UN Charter establishes that all substantive decisions of the Council
must be made with “the concurring votes of the permanent members”. The veto has been
addressed regularly during the annual working methods debates and is among the topics
most frequently raised in the context of almost all discussions of Council working methods.
Statement 1 is correct.
• Permanent members use the veto to defend their national interests, to uphold a tenet of
their foreign policy or, in some cases, to promote a single issue of particular importance to a
state.
• The use of the veto by Russia and China rose considerably since 2011, with the conflict in
Syria accounting for the bulk of these. Since 2011, Russia cast 17 vetoes, 12 of which were
on Syria. Six of the seven Chinese vetoes during this period were over Syria and one was on
Venezuela. Statement 2 is correct.

Question 28
• SWAS, STAR and SAFAL belong to which of the following categories?
(a) Bio-fuels
(b) Rating systems
(c) Crackers
(d) Electronics

Question 28: Answer (c)
• The Supreme Court said that it cannot ban firecrackers as it would deprive
the livelihood of lakhs of families dependent on manufacturing firecrackers
by creating unemployment.
• The Supreme Court on October 23, 2018, two weeks before Diwali,
restricted bursting of toxic firecrackers and allowed only 'green firecrackers'
on Diwali and other occasions.
• They are the crackers with reduced emission and decibel level.

Question 28: Answer (c)
• They are known as 'green' firecrackers because they have a chemical
formulation that produces water molecules, which substantially reduces
emission levels and absorbs dust.
• It promises a reduction in particulate matters and harmful gases, like nitrous
oxide and sulfur oxide, by 30- 35 per cent.
• Three types of firecrackers have been developed by the scientists, named
Safe Water and Air Sprinklers (SWAS), Safe Thermite Cracker (STAR) and
Safe Minimal Aluminium (SAFAL), in which the commonly used pollutioncausing chemicals - aluminium, barium, potassium nitrate and carbon.

Question 29
Consider the following statements about Xinjiang region of China.
(a) Xinjiang borders seven countries – Mongolia, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan.
(b) The predominant population comprises of Uighurs who are ethnically
Turkic Muslims.
Which of the above is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) None of the above

Question 29: Answer (b)
• A UN panel has reported that nearly one million Uighurs (Turkic Muslims) are
being held in detention centres in Xinjiang. Statement 2 is correct.
• Xinjiang is officially designated as an autonomous region within China, like Tibet
to its south.
• The region borders eight countries – Mongolia, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. Statement 1 is incorrect.
• Human rights groups have submitted reports to the UN committee claiming mass
imprisonment, in camps where inmates are forced to swear loyalty to China’s
President Xi Jinping.
• Over the thousands of Han Chinese migrants arrived in the region, displacing
Uighurs from their traditional lands and fueling conflicts.
• They complain of discrimination by the police.

Question 29: Answer (b)

Question 30
• Kurichiya tribal community belongs to which of the following states?
(a) Maharashtra
(b) Kerala
(c) Jharkhand
(d) Chhattisgarh

Question 30: Answer (b)
• A new species of frog has been discovered in the Western Ghat range in
Wayanad, Kerala.
• The frog has been named as Astrobatrachus kurichiyana
• It has been named after Kurichiya tribe, a matrilineal tribe of Kerala
distributed mainly in Wayanad and Kannur districts of Kerala, India.
Kurichiyans are one of the Scheduled Tribes of Kerala practicing agriculture.
• In a matrilineal descent system, an individual is considered to belong to the
same descent group as their mother.

Astrobatrachus kurichiyana frog

Question 31
• Consider the following statements about Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA).
1. Retail inflation is based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
2. RBI has adopted CPI as the key measure for determining inflation
situation of Indian economy, on recommendation of Narsimhan Committee.
Which of the above is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) None of the above

Question 31: Answer (a)
• Retail inflation is based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI). It reflects
changes in the retail prices of specified goods and services over a time
period which are traded by particular consumer group. There are four types
of CPI: a) CPI-IW (Industrial Worker), b) CPI-UNME (Urban Non-Manual
Employees), c) CPI-AL (Agricultural Labourers) and d) CPI-RL (Rural
Labourers). Statement 1 is correct.
• RBI has adopted CPI as the key measure for determining inflation situation
of Indian economy, on recommendation of Urjit Patel Committee.
Statement 2 is incorrect.

Question 31: Answer (a)
Recommendations of the Urjit R Patel committee
RBI should adopt the new Consumer Price Index (CPI) for anchoring the
monetary policy.
• The headline Consumer Price Index (CPI) should be the nominal anchor for
monetary policy and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) should make this the
predominant objective.
• The nominal anchor for inflation should be set for a two-year horizon at 4
per cent with a band of plus or minus 2 per cent.

Question 31: Answer (a)
• Monetary policy decisions should be vested in a Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) comprising the Governor, the Deputy Governor and
Executive Director in charge of monetary policy and two external full-time
members. The decisions of the MPC will be by voting. Members will be
accountable for failure to attain the target—failure being defined as inability
to attain the target for three successive quarters.
• The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure that examines the weighted
average of prices of a basket of consumer goods and services, such as
transportation, food and medical care. It is calculated by taking price
changes for each item in the predetermined basket of goods and averaging
the

Question 32.
In the context of Constitution Bench recently in news, Consider the following
statements
The Constitutional cases or references made by the President under Article 143
are decided by a Bench consisting of only five judges.
Only Chief Justice of India has the power to constitute a Constitution Bench and
refer cases to it.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
Only 1
Only 2
Both 1 and 2
Neither 1 nor 2

Question 32: Answer (b)
Constitution bench is the name given to the benches of the Supreme Court of
India which consist of at least five judges of the court which sit to decide any
case “involving a substantial question of law as to the interpretation” of the
Constitution of India or "for the purpose of hearing any reference" made by the
President of India under Article 143.
This provision has been mandated by Article 145 (3) of the Constitution of India.
The Chief Justice of India has the power to constitute a Constitution Bench and
refer cases to it

Question 33.
In the Context of Geographical Indication Tag(GI) sometimes seen in the news,
Consider the following statements
1. The essential difference between GI and other intellectual properties (IP) is that, GI
is a collective intellectual property right
2. GI indicates the link‘ between a product and the place it belongs to.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) Only 1
b) Only 2
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Neither 1 nor 2

Question 33: Answer (c)
• GI indicates the link' between a product and the place it belongs to.The link
could be the natural resources, climatic factor or human skills that render
uniqueness to the product.
• The essential difference between GI and other intellectual properties (IP) is
that, GI is a collective intellectual property right. It is thus owned by all the
producers within the defined GI territory.

Question 34.
Which of the following statements about Capital Conservation Buffer is not true?
a) CCB is introduced under the international Basel III norms.
b) The CCB would be 2.5 percentage points over and above the minimum capital
requirement
c) this is savings for the future as this capital can be drawn when a bank is incurring
losses.
d) The final phase for CCB is now delayed by a year, till March 31, 2022.

Question 34: Answer (d)
What is Capital Conservation Buffer (CCB)?
• It is the mandatory capital that financial institutions are required to hold above minimum
regulatory requirement.
• According to CCB norms, banks will be required to hold a buffer of 2.5% Risk Weighted
Assets (RWAs) in the form of Common Equity, over and above Capital Adequacy Ratio of
9%.
• CCB currently stands at 1.875% and remaining 0.625% was to be met by March 2019.
Significance of CCB
• It is designed to ensure that banks build up capital buffers outside periods of stress which can
be drawn down, as losses are incurred.
• Regulations targeting the creation of adequate capital buffers are designed to reduce the
procyclical nature of lending by promoting the creation of countercyclical buffers as
suggested Basel III norms. The CCB is being implemented in a phased manner of 0.625 per
cent per year from January 1, 2016.
• The final phase is now delayed by a year, till March 31, 2020.

Question 35.
In the context of Periyar National Park sometimes seen in the news, Consider the
following statements
1. It is a protected area, forming the major watershed of two important rivers of
Kerala, the Periyar and the Pamba.
2. The Periyar National Park located around the Mullaperiyar dam.
3. It is Located high in Cardamom hills which together with Western Ghats and
Periyar National Park are UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) Only 1 and 2
b) Only 2 and 3
c) Only 1 and 3
d) 1,2 and 3

Question 35: Answer (d)
• Periyar National Park and Wildlife Sanctuary (PNP) is a protected area near Thekkady in the
districts of Idukki, Kottayam and Pathanamthitta in Kerala.It is notable as an elephant reserve
and a tiger reserve.
• The park is a repository of rare, endemic and endangered flora and fauna and forms the major
watershed of two important rivers of Kerala, the Periyar and the Pamba
• The park is often called the Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary or Thekkady. It is located high in the
Cardamom Hills and Pandalam Hills of the south Western Ghats along the border with Tamil
Nadu.
• The Cardamom Hills or Yela Mala are mountain range of southern India and part of the
southern Western Ghats located in southeast Kerala and southwest Tamil Nadu in India. Their
name comes from the cardamom spice grown in much of the hills' cool elevation, which also
supports pepper and coffee. The Western Ghats and Periyar Sub-Cluster including the
Cardamom Hills, are UNESCO World Heritage Sites

Question 36.
• The Concept of Prisoner of War (PoW) is sometimes seen in the news, With reference to this,
Consider the following statements
1. Prisoner of War is a person, whether combatant or non-combatant, who is held in custody
by a belligerent power during or immediately after an armed conflict
2. The third Geneva Convention of 1949 provides the basic framework of protection
accorded to a prisoner of war.
3. The Geneva Conventions are rules that apply only in times of armed conflict and seek to
protect people who are not or are no longer taking part in hostilities.
• Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) Only 1and 3
b) Only 2 and 3
c) Only 1 and 2
d) 1,2 and 3

Question 35: Answer (d)
• A prisoner of war (POW) is a person, whether combatant or non-combatant, who is held in
custody by a belligerent power during or immediately after an armed conflict.
• The third Geneva Convention of 1949 provides the basic framework of protection accorded
to a prisoner of war. He is protected from the moment he falls into the power of an enemy
until his final release and repatriation.
• The Geneva Convention was a series of international diplomatic meetings that produced a
number of agreements, in particular the Humanitarian Law of Armed Conflicts, a group of
international laws for the humane treatment of wounded or captured military personnel,
medical personnel and non-military civilians during war or armed conflicts. The
agreements originated in 1864 and were significantly updated in 1949 after World War II.
• The Geneva Conventions are rules that apply only in times of armed conflict and seek to
protect people who are not or are no longer taking part in hostilities; these include the sick
and wounded of armed forces on the field, wounded, sick, and shipwrecked members of
armed forces at sea, prisoners of war, and civilians.

Question 36.
In the context of Prospects of Solar Energy in India, Consider the following statements
1. International solar alliance focuses on promoting and developing solar energy and solar
products for countries lying wholly or partially between the Tropic of Cancer and the
Tropic of Capricorn.
2. Solar Energy can be made use of only in one way i.e photovoltaic.
3. Government of India raised the target to 100 GW of solar capacity including 500 GW
from rooftop solar by 2024 marking the 75th year of Independence.
• Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) Only 1
b) Only 2
c) Only 3
d) None of the above

Question 36: Answer (a)
• Solar energy is genesis for all forms of energy. This energy can be made use of in two
ways the Thermal route i.e. using heat for drying, heating, cooking or generation of
electricity or through the Photovoltaic route which converts solar energy in to
electricity that can be used for a myriad purposes such as lighting, pumping and
generation of electricity.
• The Indian government had an initial target of 20 GW capacity for 2022, which was
achieved four years ahead of schedule. In 2015 the target was raised to 100 GW of
solar capacity (including 40 GW from rooftop solar) by 2022, targeting an investment
of US$100 billion.
• International solar alliance focuses on promoting and developing solar energy and
solar products for countries lying wholly or partially between the Tropic of Cancer
and the Tropic of Capricorn.

Question 37.
Consider the following statements about Programme for International Student
Assessment- PISA, sometimes seen in the news,
1. It is a triennial international survey that aims to evaluate the education system
worldwide by testing the skills and knowledge of 18-year-old students.
2. The survey will assess the students in reading, mathematics, science and
collaborative problem-solving.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) Only 1
b) Only 2
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Neither 1 nor 2

Question 37: Answer (b)
• PISA is a triennial international survey that aims to evaluate the education system
worldwide by testing the skills and knowledge of 15-year-old students.
• It is a competency-based assessment which unlike content-based assessment,
measures the extent to which students have acquired key competencies that are
essential for full participation in modern societies.
• The survey will assess the students in reading, mathematics, science and collaborative
problem-solving.
• The participation in PISA will allow benchmarking performance against a wide range
of countries.
• The survey uses test items aligned with international benchmarks. The test items are
adapted to the local context and language, pilot tested and validated before being used
for the test.

Question 38.
In the context of Blackbuck sometimes seen in the news, consider the following statements
1. In India, hunting of blackbuck is prohibited under Schedule I of the Wildlife Protection
Act of 1972.
2. It is native to and found mainly in India.
3. In Jainism, a pair of blackbuck symbolizes Jina .
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) 1 and 2
b) 2 and 3
c) 1 and 3
d) 1, 2 and 3

Question 38: Answer (a)
• Black Buck, common name for an antelope, mainly of India but with other small
populations in Pakistan and Nepal.
• It used to be found all over India except the northeast. Now it is seen in Punjab,
Rajasthan, Haryana, Gujarat and central India. It does not live in dense forest but in
open plains. It is one of the fastest animals on earth and can out run any animal over
long distances.
• In Buddhism, a pair of buck symbolizes Buddha when he turned to the Sarnath India.
The horns and skin are also regarded as sacred object in Hinduism.
• In India, hunting of blackbuck is prohibited under Schedule I of the Wildlife
Protection Act of 1972

Question 39.
In the context of Meghamalai Forests sometimes seen in the news, consider the
following statements
1. A species of wood snake is a ‘point endemic’ and found only in Meghamalai
region.
2. For species that have a narrow distribution range, are point endemic.
3. It is a mountain range situated in the Western Ghats in Kerala dotted with
cardamom plantations and tea estates
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) Only 1 and 2
b) Only 2 and 3
c) Only 1 and 3
d) 1,2 and 3

Question 39: Answer (a)
Meghamalai Forests
• It is a mountain range situated in the Western Ghats in Theni district, Tamil Nadu. It is
dotted with cardamom plantations and tea estates.
• A species of wood snake is a ‘point endemic’ and found only in Meghamalai region
• For species that have a narrow distribution range, are point endemic.

Question 40.
Cloud seeding operations in India requires does not need approvals from
a) Ministry of Defence
b) The Indian Air Force
c) Intelligence Bureau
d) Ministry of Agriculture

Question 40: Answer (d)
• Cloud seeding operations in India requires multiple approvals from different
government departments, : Ministry of Defence (MoD), the Indian Air
Force, Intelligence Bureau and Directorate General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) – the regulatory body in field of Civil Aviation.

Question 41
Consider the following statements about ‘Global Environment Outlook-6’ (GEO-6)
report.
1. GEO-6, is on the theme “Healthy Planet, Healthy World”.
2. GEO-6 estimates that the top 10% of populations globally, in terms of wealth,
are responsible for 45% of GHG emissions, and the bottom 50% for only 13%.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 41: b
The sixth edition of the Global Environment Outlook from the UN
Environment Programme has noted that the world is unsustainably
extracting resources and producing unmanageable quantities of waste.
The United Nation Environment Program (UNEP) has released the sixth
edition of the Global Environment Outlook (2019) titled ‘Healthy Planet,
Healthy People’. Statement 1 is incorrect.
 GEO-6 estimates that the top 10% of populations globally, in terms of
wealth, are responsible for 45% of GHG emissions, and the bottom 50% for
only 13%. Pollution impacts are, however, borne more by the poorer
citizens. Statement 2 is correct.

Answer 41: b
• The GEO -6 has reviewed the state of the health of the environment and the
related health of the people and the prospects for meeting the Sustainable
Development Goals of the UN’s Agenda 2030.
• It makes clear that achieving the SDGs will require a transformation in
human lifestyles and productive activities: our industry, agriculture,
buildings, transport and the energy system which powers them.

Answer 41: b
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) was founded as an
outcome of the UN Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm
Conference) in 1972.
Head Quarters : Nairobi, Kenya
UNEP also implements the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and the
Multilateral Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal Protocol.

Answer 41: b
• GEF is a FINANCIAL MECHANISM for five major international
environmental conventions:
• the Minamata Convention on Mercury,
• the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs),
• the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (UNCBD),
• the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)
• the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

Question 42
Consider the following statements regarding the Kartarpur issue.
1. India and Pakistan had signed a pact in 1974 to facilitate the visit of their
pilgrims to the shrines located in each other’s territories including
Kartarpur Sahib.
2. As per an agreement, there are 15 shrines in Pakistan and seven in India
which pilgrims from both sides can visit.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) None of the above

Answer 42: b
New Delhi has objected to land encroachment by Pakistan and its proposal
to introduce fee for pilgrims to the Kartarpur Sahib.
There is a proposal to build a pilgrim corridor over the border from Dera
Baba Nanak in Gurdaspur to Kartarpur in Pakistani Punjab’s Narowal
province.
The plan is to complete the project by November 23, 2019, the 550th birth
anniversary of the founder of Sikhism, Guru Nanak Dev, who spent the final
years of his life at Kartarpur.

Answer 42: b
India and Pakistan had signed a pact in 1974 to facilitate the visit of their
pilgrims to the shrines located in each other’s territories but Kartarpur Sahib
was not included in the pact despite repeated requests by India. Statement 1
is incorrect.
As per that agreement, there are 15 shrines in Pakistan and seven in India
which pilgrims from both sides can visit. Statement 2 is correct.

Question 43
Consider the following statements .
1. The second part of the spacecraft Soyuz capsule is the Orbital Module.
2. The Soyuz launches from a country named Kazakhstan.
3. Caspian sea borders Kazakhstan in its east.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
1 only
(b)
2 only
(c)
1 and 3
(d)
All of the above

Answer 43: b
A Russian cosmonaut and two US astronauts arrived Friday at the
International Space Station aboard a Russian Soyuz spacecraft, five months
after the failed launch of a rocket carrying two of the passengers.
What is the Soyuz?
The Soyuz (saw-yooz) is a Russian spacecraft. The Soyuz carries people
and supplies to and from the space station
What Are the Parts of the Soyuz?
The Soyuz has two parts. One part is the Soyuz capsule. The second part is
the Soyuz rocket.

Answer 43: b
• The first part of the capsule is the Orbital Module. The crew members live
in the Orbital Module while they are in orbit. This module is about the size
of a large van. The Orbital Module can connect to the space station.
Statement 1 is incorrect.
• The second part of the capsule is the Descent Module. “To descend” means
to go down. The crew sits in this part when the Soyuz is launching to the
space station. They also use the Descent Module for landing on Earth.
• The third module is home to the life support systems. It holds things like
batteries, solar panels and steering engines.
• Soyuz is launched from Kazakhstan. Statement 2 is correct.
• Caspian Sea borders Kazakhstan in its west. Statement 3 is incorrect.

Answer 43: b

The Soyuz Space craft
Credits: NASA

Question 44
Consider the following statements about National Company Law Appellate Tribunal
(NCLAT) .
1. National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) was constituted under
Section 410 of the Companies Act, 2013.
2. NCLAT is the Appellate Tribunal for hearing appeals against the orders passed
by NCLT(s) under Section 61 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016
(IBC).
3. NCLAT is also the Appellate Tribunal to hear and dispose of appeals against any
direction issued or decision made or order passed by the Competition
Commission of India (CCI)
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1 and 2
(b)
Only 2 and 3
(c)
Only 1 and 3
(d)
1,2 and 3

Answer 44: d
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) was constituted
under Section 410 of the Companies Act, 2013 for hearing appeals against
the orders of National Company Law Tribunal(s) (NCLT), with effect from
1st June, 2016.

Answer 44: d

NCLAT is the Appellate Tribunal for hearing appeals against the orders
passed by Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India under Section 202 and
Section 211 of IBC.
NCLAT is also the Appellate Tribunal to hear and dispose of appeals
against any direction issued or decision made or order passed by the
Competition Commission of India (CCI).

Question 45
Consider the following statements about ‘Trade Deficit’.
1. A trade deficit represents an outflow of domestic currency to foreign
markets.
2. It can signal that a country’s consumers are wealthy enough to purchase
more goods than their country produces.
3. Currency exchange rates is the only influencer on the balance of trade.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Only 1 and 2
(d)
Only 2 and 3

Answer 45: c
What Is a Trade Deficit?
A trade deficit is an economic measure of international trade in which a
country's imports exceed its exports. A trade deficit represents an outflow of
domestic currency to foreign markets. It is also referred to as a negative
balance of trade (BOT).
A trade deficit typically occurs when a country fails to produce enough
goods for its residents.

Answer 45: c
However, in some cases, a deficit can signal that a country’s consumers are
wealthy enough to purchase more goods than their country produces.
Some of the biggest influencers on the balance of trade include currency
exchange rates, the availability of raw materials, as well as bilateral and
unilateral taxes.
In the long run, however, a trade deficit may lead to fewer jobs. If the
country is importing more goods from foreign companies, prices will
decline, and domestic companies may be unable to produce items that
compete with lower costs.

Question 46
Consider the following statements.
1. The Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail is an independent printer machine.
2. VVPAT machines can be accessed by the voter.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) None of the above

Answer 46: a
The Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail is a method that provides feedback to
voters. It is an independent verification printer machine and is attached to
electronic voting machines. It allows voters to verify if their vote has gone
to the intended candidate. Statement 1 is correct.
How do VVPAT machines work?
When a voter presses a button in the EVM, a paper slip is printed through
the VVPAT.

Answer 46: a
The slip contains the poll symbol and name of the
candidate.
It allows the voter to verify his/her choice.
After being visible to the voter from a glass case in
the VVPAT for seven seconds, the ballot slip will be
cut and dropped into the drop box in the VVPAT
machine.
Then a beep will be heard.
VVPAT machines can be accessed by polling officers
only. Statement 2 is incorrect.

Question 47
Consider the following statements.
1. A surrogate advertisement is an advertisement that duplicates the brand
image of one product to undermine another product of the rival brand.
2. The Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 clearly prohibits
the direct or indirect promotion and advertisement of “cigarettes, tobacco
products, wine, alcohol, liquor or other intoxicants”.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 47: b
A surrogate advertisement is an advertisement that duplicates the brand
image of one product to promote another product of the same brand. It is
used to promote banned products, like cigarettes and alcohol, in the disguise
of another product. Statement 1 is incorrect.
The Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 bans the direct or
indirect promotion of “cigarettes, tobacco products, wine, alcohol, liquor or
other intoxicants”. Statement 2 is correct.

Question 48
Recently a snow avalanche struck at Shipkila pass. Consider the following
statements.
1. Snow and Avalanche Study Establishment (SASE) is in Chandigarh.
2. SASE is a laboratory of the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research
(CSIR)
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 48: a
A snow avalanche is a rapid down movement of a big detached mass of
snow, ice, and debris.
Convex slopes of hills are more prone to avalanches than concave slopes.
Snow and Avalanche Study Establishment (SASE), is in Chandigarh.
Statement 1 is correct.
SASE is a laboratory of the Defence Research & Development
Organization (DRDO). Statement 2 is wrong.

Question 49
Consider the following statements about the Shipkila pass.
1. The Shipki La Pass lies in the Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh in
India.
2. The pass works as the fourth frontier post of India for carrying out trade
and commerce activities with China.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a) Only 1
b) Only 2
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 49: a
The Shipki Pass lies in Tibet in China and Kinnaur district of Himachal
Pradesh in India. Statement 1 is correct.
The pass works as the third frontier post of India for carrying out trade and
commerce activities with China. Statement 2 is incorrect.
The other two passes for trade with China are the Lipulekh Pass in
Uttaranchal and Nathula Pass in Sikkim .

Answer 49: a

Question 50
Which of the following is not a part of Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve?
a) Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary
b) Bandipur National Park
c) Nagarhole National Park,
d) Simlipal National park

Answer 50: d
The, Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary, Bandipur National Park, Mudumalai
Wildlife Sanctuary, Nagarhole National Park, Mukurthi National Park and
Silent Valley are part of Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve.
Simlipal National park is in Odisha.
The Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve was the first biosphere reserve in India
established in the year 1986.
It is located in the Western Ghats and spreads over parts of Tamil Nadu,
Kerala and Karnataka.
Under Man and Biosphere Programme (MAB programme)
MAB was first started by UNESCO in 1971.

Answer 50: d
Broad objectives of MAB:
Conservation of representative samples of ecosystem.
Providing long term in situ conservation of genetic diversity.
Providing appropriate sustainable managements of the living resources.

Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve

Question 51
In the context of Indian Official Secrets Act sometimes seen in the news, consider
the following statements
1. The Section 22 of the RTI Act, declared the RTI to have an “overriding effect”
over OSA.
2. RTI mandates even security and intelligence organisations to disclose
information on corruption and human rights violations.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 51: c
The Official Secrets Act, OSA in short, has its roots in the British colonial
era. Its predecessor law, The Indian Official Secrets Act, 1904 was enacted
during the time of Lord Curzon, Viceroy of India from 1899 to 1905.
One of the main purposes of the Act was to muzzle the voice of nationalist
publications.

Answer 51: c
The secrecy law broadly deals with two aspects — spying or espionage, which is
dealt with in Section 3 of the Act, and disclosure of other secret information of the
government, which is dealt with in Section 5. The secret information can be any
official code, password, sketch, plan, model, article, note, document or
information. Since the classification of secret information
In the Rafale case, the SC judge said the information law has revolutionized
governance.
The Section 22 of the RTI Act, declared the RTI to have an “overriding effect”
over OSA.
Section 24 mandates even security and intelligence organisations to disclose
information on corruption and human rights violations.
Hence both statements are correct.

Answer 51: c
The SC has said that the information law has revolutionized governance
and overpowered notions of secrecy protected under the Official Secrets
Act, 1923.
The Section 22 of the RTI Act, declared the RTI to have an “overriding
effect” over OSA.
Section 24 mandates even security and intelligence organisations to
disclose information on corruption and human rights violations.
Hence both statements are correct.

Question 52
In the context of United Nation 1267 Committee, sometimes seen in the news,
consider the following statements.
1.It was established for the purpose of overseeing the implementation of sanctions
measures imposed on Taliban-controlled Afghanistan for its support of Osama bin
Laden.
2.The Committee comprises all 10 members of the UNSC and makes its decision by
consensus and secretly.
3.If an individual or terrorist organization is included in global terrorists list, it helps
in restricting their movement, financial penalties and assets freeze among others.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1 and 2
(b) Only 2 and 3
(c) Only 1 and 3
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer 52: c
The UNSC 1267 Committee was established pursuant to resolution 1267
(1999). It is also known as the AlQaida and Taliban Sanctions Committee.
It was established for the purpose of overseeing the implementation of
sanctions measures imposed on Taliban-controlled Afghanistan for its
support of Osama bin Laden. Statement 1 is correct.

Answer 52: c
However in course of time, the 1267 sanctions regime has been modified
and strengthened by subsequent resolutions.
If an individual or terrorist organisation is included in this list, it helps in
restricting their movement, financial penalties and assets freeze among
others. Statement 3 is correct.
The Committee comprises all 15 members of the UNSC and makes its
decision by consensus and secretly. If single member opposes it there is no
consensus. Statement 2 is incorrect.

Question 53
In the context of Eco-Sensitive Zones sometimes seen in the news, consider the
following statements
1. There is a Supreme Court ruling prohibiting quarrying and mining activities
within 1km of a protected areas irrespective of the ESZ distance with exceptions.
2. The Eco-Sensitive Zone has a minimum extent of 100 metres and maximum
extent of up to 4 km from the Park boundary.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 53: c
The Environment Protection Act, 1986 does not mention the word “Ecosensitive Zones”.
The section 3(2)(v) of the Act, says that Central Government can restrict
areas in which any industries, operations or processes shall not be carried
out or shall be carried out with restrictions.

Answer 53: c
Section 5 (1) of this act says that central government can prohibit or restrict the
location of industries and carrying on certain operations or processes on the basis
of considerations like the biological diversity of an area, maximum allowable
limits of concentration of pollutants for an area, environmentally compatible land
use, and proximity to protected areas.
The two clauses have been used by the government to declare Eco-Sensitive
Zones or Ecologically Fragile Areas (EFA).
The Eco-Sensitive Zone has a minimum extent of 100 metres and maximum
extent of up to 4 km from the Park boundary. The objective of notifying EcoSensitive Zones is to create a buffer as further protection around Protected Areas
(PAs) such as National Parks and Wildlife sanctuaries.
The Supreme Court order states a minimum of 1-km zone around protected areas,
with certain exceptions

Answer 53: c

Question 54
A 7-year old boy from Kerala is found to be infected by West Nile Virus
recently. In context of this, consider the following statements.
1. West Nile virus is mainly transmitted to people through the bites of
infected mosquitoes can cause a fatal neurological disease in humans.
2. It is commonly found in Africa, Europe, the Middle East, North America
and West Asia.
3. It is a member of the flavivirus genus and belongs to the Japanese
encephalitis antigenic complex of the family Flaviviridae.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1 and 2
(b)
Only 2 and 3
(c)
Only 1 and 3
(d)
1,2 and 3

Answer 54: d
West Nile Virus
West Nile virus can cause a fatal neurological disease in humans.
However, approximately 80% of people who are infected will not show any
symptoms.
West Nile virus is mainly transmitted to people through the bites of infected
mosquitoes.
The virus can cause severe disease and death in horses.
Vaccines are available for use in horses but not yet available for people.

Answer 54: d
Birds are the natural hosts of West Nile virus.
West Nile Virus (WNV) can cause neurological disease and death in
people. WNV is commonly found in Africa, Europe, the Middle East, North
America and West Asia. WNV is maintained in nature in a cycle involving
transmission between birds and mosquitoes. Humans, horses and other
mammals can be infected.
West Nile Virus (WNV) is a member of the flavivirus genus and belongs to
the Japanese encephalitis antigenic complex of the family Flaviviridae.
Hence all statements are correct.

Question 55
Consider the following statements.
1. National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) is an Government
Regulator for pricing of drugs and to ensure availability and accessibility of
medicines at affordable prices under the Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers
and Ministry of AYUSH.
2. Its mandate is to fix/revise controlled bulk drugs prices and formulations,
enforce prices and availability of medicines under DPCO, 2013.
3. It also deals with drug licensing or clinical trials under guidelines of
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Only 2 and 3
(d)
Only 1 and 3

Answer 55: b
• NPPA is independent body under Department of Pharmaceuticals, Ministry
of Chemicals and Fertilizers. It was set up in 1997. Statement 1 is incorrect.
• Its mandate is to fix/revise controlled bulk drugs prices and formulations,
enforce prices and availability of medicines under DPCO, 2013.Statement 2
is correct.
• It also monitors prices of decontrolled drugs in order to keep them at
reasonable levels. The regulator implements and enforces the provisions of
DPCO. It is also entrusted with task of recovering amounts overcharged by
manufacturers for controlled drugs from consumers.
• It doesn’t deal with drug licensing or clinical trials. Those functions are
under Drugs control general of India (DGCI) under health ministry.
Statement 3 is incorrect.

Question 56
In the context of Ganges Dolphin, sometimes seen in the news, consider the
following statements,
1. It inhabits the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna and Karnaphuli-Sangu river
systems of Nepal, India, and Bangladesh.
2. The species is found exclusively in freshwater habitat.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) None of the above

Answer 56: c
The Ganges River dolphin, or susu, inhabits the Ganges-BrahmaputraMeghna and Karnaphuli-Sangu river systems of Nepal, India, and
Bangladesh. Statement 1 is correct.
This dolphin is among the four "obligate" freshwater dolphins - the other
three are the baiji now likely extinct from the Yangtze river in China, the
bhulan of the Indus in Pakistan and the boto of the Amazon River in Latin
America.
Being a mammal, the Ganges River dolphin cannot breathe in the water and
must surface every 30-120 seconds. Because of the sound it produces when
breathing, the animal is popularly referred to as the 'Susu'.

Answer 56: c
• The species is found exclusively in freshwater habitat. Statement 2 is
correct.
• In Nepal, it inhabits clear water and rapids. In Bangladesh and India,
individuals live in rivers that flow slowly through the plains. The Ganges
River dolphin favours deep pools, eddy counter-currents located
downstream of the convergence of rivers and of sharp meanders, and
upstream and downstream of mid-channel islands.
• The Gandaki River (also known as the Narayani and the Gandak) is one of
the major rivers of Nepal and a left bank tributary of the Ganges in India.
• But Ghagra river is a right bank tributary of Ganga. Statement 3 is
incorrect.

The Ganga Dolphin
 The Ganges river
dolphin can only live in
freshwater and is
essentially blind.
 They hunt by emitting
ultrasonic sounds, which
bounces off prey,
enabling them to “see”
an image in their mind.
 They are frequently
found alone or in small
groups.

Question 57
In the context of recently passed The Transgender (protection of rights) bill 2016,
consider the following statements
1. A transgender person need not obtain a certificate of identity as proof of
recognition of identity as a transgender person and to invoke rights under the Bill.
2. A National Council for Transgender (NCT) persons will be set up to advice the
central government on policies, and legislation related to transgender persons.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 57: b
Highlights of the Bill/Salient features
The Bill defines a transgender person as one who is partly female or male;
or a combination of female and male; or neither female nor male.
In addition, the person’s gender must not match the gender assigned at birth
and includes trans-men, trans-women, persons with intersex variations and
gender-queers.
A transgender person must obtain a certificate of identity as proof of
recognition of identity as a transgender person and invoke rights under the
Bill. Statement 1 is incorrect.

Answer 57: b
Such a certificate would be granted by the District Magistrate on the
recommendation of a Screening Committee.
The Committee would comprise a medical officer, a psychologist or psychiatrist, a
district welfare officer, a government official, and a transgender person.
The Bill prohibits discrimination against a transgender person in areas such as
education, employment, and healthcare. It directs the central and state
governments to provide welfare schemes in these areas.
Offences like compelling a transgender person to beg, denial of access to a public
place, physical and sexual abuse, etc. would attract up to two years’ imprisonment
and a fine.
A National Council for Transgender (NCT) persons will be set up to advise the
central government on policies, and legislation related to transgender persons. It
will also monitor and evaluate such policies. Statement 2 is correct.

Question 58
In the context of Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2016, consider the following
statements .
1. It permits surrogacy only for couples who cannot conceive a child.
2. The surrogate child will not be considered as the biological child of the
intending couple.
Which of the following statements is/are correct?
(a)
Only 1
(b)
Only 2
(c)
Both 1 and 2
(d)
Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 58: a
Provisions of the Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2016
The intending couple must be Indian citizens and married for at least five years
with at least one of them being infertile.
It permits surrogacy only for couples who cannot conceive a child, only
Statement 1 is correct.
The surrogate mother has to be a ‘close relative’ of the intending couple.
No payment other than reasonable medical expenses can be made to the surrogate
mother.
The surrogate child will be considered as the biological child of the intending
couple. Statement 2 is incorrect.
Central and state governments will appoint appropriate authorities to grant
eligibility certificates to the intending couple and the surrogate mother.
• The Bill prohibits commercial surrogacy, makes it a punishable offence.

Question 59
In the context of revised guidelines for ground water extraction, consider the
following statements
1. One of the important features of the revised guidelines is the introduction of the
concept of Water Conservation Fee (WCF), the fee charged on extraction of ground
water.
2. It provides for the Mandatory water audit by industries abstracting ground water
5000 m3/day or more in safe and semi critical area and 200 m3/day or more in
critical and over-exploited assessment units.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer 59: a
The Central Ground Water Authority of the Union Ministry of Water
Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation on December 12,
2018 notified revised guidelines for ground water extraction. The revised
guidelines, which will be effective from June 1, 2019, aim to ensure a more
robust ground water regulatory mechanism in the country.
The revised guidelines provide for the:
 Encouraged use of recycled and treated sewage water by industries.
 Provision of action against polluting industries.
 Mandatory requirement of digital flow meters, piezometers and digital
water level recorders, with or without telemetry depending upon quantum of
extraction.

Answer 59: a
• Mandatory water audit by industries abstracting ground water 500 m3/day or more
in safe and semi critical area and 200 m3/day or more in critical and overexploited assessment units. Statement 2 is incorrect.
• Mandatory roof top rain water harvesting except for specified industries.
• Measures to be adopted to ensure prevention of ground water contamination in
premises of polluting industries/ projects.
• Water Conservation Fee:
• One of the important features of the revised guidelines is the introduction of the
concept of Water Conservation Fee (WCF), the fee charged on extraction of
ground water. Statement 1 is correct.
• The WCF payable varies with the category of the area, type of industry and the
quantum of ground water extraction.

Question 60
Consider the following statements.
1. The Disaster Management Act, 2005 has made the statutory provisions for
constitution of National Disaster Response Force (NDRF).
2. NDRF comes under Ministry of Home Affairs.
3. State Disaster Management Authorities (SDMAs) are headed by respective
Governors.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1 and 2
(b) Only 2 and 3
(c) Only 1 and 3
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer 60: a
Why it is in news?
A section of a foot-over bridge near Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus in
south Mumbai collapsed on Thursday evening, leaving at least six persons
dead. NDRF teams have been pressed into rescue action.
What is NDRF?
The National Disaster Response Force or the NDRF is a specialized
paramilitary force formed under the Disaster Management Act of 2005
with the objective of having a specialized response to an impending disaster
situation or disaster.
The NDRF operates on the basis of ‘proactive availability’ and ‘prepositioning’ to the states. Its parent ministry is the Ministry of Home Affairs.

Answer 60: a
• It works under National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) which
lays down policies, plans and guidelines for disaster management.
• The Government of India enacted the Disaster Management Act, which
provided for the creation of National Disaster Management Authority
(NDMA), headed by the Prime Minister, and State Disaster
Management Authorities (SDMAs) headed by respective Chief
Ministers, to implement a holistic approach to Disaster Management in
India.

Question 61
Which of the following passes connects the Kashmir valley with Ladakh?
a)Rohtang La
b)Nathu la
c)Zoji la
d)Shipki la

Answer C
Explanation
Zoji La is a high mountain pass in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir,
located on National Highway 1 between Srinagar and Leh in the western
section of the Himalayan mountain range. It separates Kashmir Valley to its
west from Dras Valley to its northeast.

Question 62
The Government of India proposes to create a new class of forests called
‘Production Forests’. Which of the following statements is/are correct
regarding Production Forests?
1.It refers to cultivation of trees mainly for commercial production of timber,
pulp, pulp wood and other produce.
2.The Draft Forest Policy 2019 states that production forests can be notified
in reserve Forests, even inside protected forests.
Select the code from following:
a)1 only
b)2 only
c)Both 1 and 2
d)Neither 1 nor 2

Answer C
Explanation
Production Forests have been a key source of economic development for
many Asia-Pacific countries. Forests produce both timber and non-timber
products as well as environmental services, linking forestry with economics
and climate and water regulation for the welfare of the welfare of the people
in the region.
The Draft Forest Policy 2019 states that production forests can be notified in
reserve Forests, even inside protected forests. Such provisions have made the
environmentalist worried.

Question 63
Ultraviolet (UV) index has been adopted and standardized by
a)World Health Organisation and World Meteorological Organisation
b)UNEP
c)UNFCCC
d)Montreal Protocol and UNDP

Answer A
Explanation
The UV index also known as the Ultraviolet Index, is an international system
of measuring ultraviolet solar radiation for a specific day and geographical
location. The higher the index, the more intense and dangerous to your health
the solar radiation is.
It has been adopted and standardized by WHO and World Meteorological
Organisation

Question 64
Which of the following had organized a Global Hackathon on Artificial
Intelligence?
a)NITI Aayog
b)Ministry of Science and Technology
c)AICTE
d)Ministry of Skill Development

Answer A
Explanation
The vision to further expand the idea of ‘Artificial Intelligence, AI for All’
articulated in the National AI Strategy, NITI Aayog organises hackathons to
source sustainable, innovative and technologically-enabled solutions to
address various challenges in the development space. Taking the initiative
forward, NITI Aayog is now partnering with Perlin – a Singapore-based AI
start up - to launch the ‘AI 4 All Global Hackathon’, and is inviting
developers, students, start-ups and companies to develop AI applications to
make significant positive social and economic impact for India.

Question 65
Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding ‘Dhangars’?
1.They are shepherds who live mostly in Western Maharashtra and
Marathwada.
2.They are nomads and one of the least populated STs of Maharashtra
Select the code from following:
a)1 only
b)2 only
c)Both 1 and 2
d)Neither 1 nor 2

Answer A
Explanation
Dhangars are currently on the list of Vimukta Jati and Nomadic Tribes
(VJNT) in Maharashtra. However, they have been demanding Scheduled
Tribe (ST) status for the past several decades.
The Dhangars are a shepherd community who live mostly in Western
Maharashtra and Marathwada, and make up about a crore of Maharashtra’s
roughly 11.25 crore population (9%).

Question 66
Consider the following statements regarding Sharada Peeth:
1.It is an ancient Hindu Temple and center of learning in Odisha.
2.It is believed to have been established during the reign of Ashoka
Which of the above statements are correct?
a)1 only
b)2 only
c)Both 1 and 2
d)Neither 1 nor 2

Answer B
Explanation
Sharada Peeth is an abandoned Hindu temple and ancient centre of learning in
the Pakistani administered territory of Azad Kashmir. It is dedicated to the
Hindu goddess of learning, Sharada. Between the 6th and 12th centuries CE,
Sharada Peeth was one of the foremost temple universities of the Indian
subcontinent, hosting scholars such as Kalhana, Adi Shankara, Vairotsana,
Kumarajiva, and Thonmi Sambhota. As a religious institution, it is one of the
three famous tirthas, or holy sites, for Kashmiri Pandits, the other two being
the Martand Sun Temple and the Amarnath Temple. Sharada Peeth is one of
18 Maha Shakti Peethas, or "Grand Shakti Peethas" – highly revered temples
throughout South Asia that commemorate the location of fallen body parts of
the Hindu deity Sati.

Answer B
In Rajatarangini the famous text describing Kashmir's history, composed by
Kalhana in the year 1148 CE, there is a mention of the temple and its
geographic location. During the reign of Akbar in the 16th century, Grand
Vizier Abu'l-Fazl ibn Mubarak, one of the famous Nava- Ratnas, wrote about
the temple as being near the banks of river Madhumati, now known as the
Neelum River, which is full of gold particles.
Note: Pakistan looks at opening pilgrim corridor to Sharada Peeth in PoK
after the Kartarpur Corridor.

Question 67
According to 'Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000’, 100
meters around which of the following establishments are considered to be
silent zones?
1.Hospitals
2.Courts
3.Schools
4.Airports
Select the code from following:
a)1, 2 and 3
b)2, 3 and 4
c)1, 3 and 4
d)All of the above

Answer A
Explanation
Ambient air quality standards in respect of noise for different areas/zones
 The ambient air quality standards in respect of noise for different areas /
zones shall be such as specified in the Schedule annexed to these rules.
 The State Government shall categorize the areas into industrial,
commercial, residential or silence areas / zones for the purpose of
implementation of noise standards for different areas.

The State Government shall take measures for abatement of noise including
noise emanating from vehicular movements and ensure that the existing noise
levels do not exceed the ambient air quality standards specified under these
rules.
 All development authorities, local bodies and other concerned authorities
while planning developmental activity or carrying out functions relating to
town and country planning shall take into consideration all aspects of noise
pollution as a parameter of quality of life to avoid noise menace and to
achieve the objective of maintaining the ambient air quality standards in
respect of noise.
 An area comprising not less than 100 metres around hospitals, educational
institutions and courts may be declared as silence area / zone for the
purpose of these rules.

Question 68
The term ’16 + 1 Countries’ refers to
a)Japan and Pacific Rim Countries
b)China and Central and Eastern European Countries
c)Indian and Central Asian countries
d)USA and Nato Countries

Answer B
Explanation
The 16+1 format is an initiative by the People’s Republic of China aimed at
intensifying and expanding cooperation with 11 EU Member States and 5
Balkan countries (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, the
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia,
Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia) in the fields of
investments, transport, finance, science, education, and culture. In the
framework of the initiative, China has defined three potential priority areas
for economic cooperation: infrastructure, high technologies, and green
technologies.

Question 69

Due to some reasons, if permafrost ice is melt, what can be the consequences
apart from sea level rise?
1. Release of deadly virus and pathogens
2. Release of large amount of greenhouse gases in atmosphere
3. Extinction of many polar species
Which of the above statements are correct?
a)1 and 2
b)2 and 3
c)1 and 3
d)All of the above

Answer D
Explanation
In areas where the ground has stayed frozen for centuries, as in Alaska and Siberia,
melting permafrost is also suspected as the cause of new outbreaks of diseases.
Anthrax erupted in a small corner of Siberia in August 2016, caused by melting
permafrost scientists and doctors theorize. More than 2,000 reindeer became infected
and dozens of people hospitalized after a 75-year old reindeer corpse melted and
released the spores across the Yamal Peninsula.
Anthrax is not the only virus frozen beneath the permafrost. Scientists posit that the
bubonic plague and smallpox are also buried in Siberia’s frozen ground. Lands
within the arctic circle’s also trapped methane and other gases when the ground
froze. As it thaws, these greenhouse gases get released back into the atmosphere, and
add to the global warming cycle.

Question 70
FASER or Forward Search Experiment has been launched to search for Dark
matter. Which of the following agencies have launched this experiment?
a)ISRO
b)NASA
c)CERN
d)Belle – II

Answer C
Explanation
FASER (Forward Search Experiment at the LHC) is a proposed experiment to
be situated 480m along the line-of-sight of the proton collisions in front of the
ATLAS interaction point at the LHC. Preliminary studies show that a small
experiment at this location has significant prospects for discovering a variety
of light, weakly-coupled new particles, such as dark photons, dark Higgs
bosons, heavy neutral leptons (sterile neutrinos), and axion-like particles,
which could be produced in the decay of particles produced in the LHC
collisions, or in the interaction of these particles with material. The FASER
experiment is part of the CERN Physics Beyond Colliders study group.
The European Organization for Nuclear Research is known as CERN.

Question 71
Consider the following statements regarding Geologic Carbon Sequestration:
1.It is the process of storing carbon dioxide (CO2) in underground geologic
formations.
2.It can be enhanced by encouraging the growth of plants, particularly larger
plants like trees
3.This method of carbon storage is also sometimes a part of enhanced oil
recovery because it is typically used later in the life of a producing oil well.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) 1 only
b) 1 and 2
c) 1 and 3
d) All of the above

Answer C
Explanation
Geologic carbon sequestration is the process of storing carbon dioxide (CO2)
in underground geologic formations. The CO2 is usually pressurized until it
becomes a liquid, and then it is injected into porous rock formations in
geologic basins. This method of carbon storage is also sometimes a part of
enhanced oil recovery, otherwise known as tertiary recovery, because it is
typically used later in the life of a producing oil well. In enhanced oil
recovery, the liquid CO2 is injected into the oil-bearing formation in order to
reduce the viscosity of the oil and allow it to flow more easily to the oil well.
Biologic carbon sequestration refers to storage of atmospheric carbon in
vegetation, soils, woody products, and aquatic environments. For example, by
encouraging the growth of plants, particularly larger plants like trees,
advocates of biologic sequestration hope to help remove CO2 from the
atmosphere

Question 72
Consider the following statements
1.Ebola Virus disease is transmitted by the same mosquito that transmits
dengue
2.Bundibugyo ebolavirus is associated with outbreaks in Africa
Select the correct statements
a) 1 Only
b) 2 Only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer B
Explanation
Ebola virus disease (EVD), formerly known as Ebola hemorrhagic fever, is a
severe, often fatal illness in humans. The virus is transmitted to people from
wild animals and spreads in the human population through human-to-human
transmission.
The average EVD case fatality rate is around 50%. Case fatality rates have
varied from 25% to 90% in past outbreaks. The first EVD outbreaks occurred
in remote villages in Central Africa, near tropical rainforests. The 2014–2016
outbreak in West Africa involved major urban areas as well as rural ones.

Answer B

The virus family Filoviridae includes three genera: Cueva virus,
Marburgvirus, and Ebolavirus. Within the genus Ebolavirus, five species have
been identified: Zaire, Bundibugyo, Sudan, Reston and Taï Forest. The first
three, Bundibugyo ebolavirus, Zaire ebolavirus, and Sudan ebolavirus have
been associated with large outbreaks in Africa. The virus causing the 2014–
2016 West African outbreak belongs to the Zaire ebolavirus species.

Question 73
Consider the following statements with respect to ‘FAME II Scheme’
1.It incentivises hybrid vehicles along with electric vehicles to promote green
mobility, curbing air pollution and oil imports.
2.₹1,000 crore has been earmarked for setting up charging stations for electric
vehicles.
Select the correct statements
a) 1 Only
b) 2 Only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer C
Explanation
The government has announced an outlay of ₹10,000 crore for Phase 2 of the
Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles, or
FAME 2 scheme, to boost electric mobility and increase the number of
electric vehicles in commercial fleets. The outlay of ₹10,000 crore has been
made for three years till 2022 for FAME 2 scheme. The centre has sanctioned
₹8,596 crore for incentives, of which ₹1,000 crore has been earmarked for
setting up charging stations for electric vehicles in India. The government will
offer the incentives for electric buses, three-wheelers and four-wheelers to be
used for commercial purposes. Plug-in hybrid vehicles and those with a
sizeable lithium-ion battery and electric motor will also be included in the
scheme and fiscal support offered depending on the size of the battery.

Question 74
According to the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, which of the following
animals is/are placed in the Fifth Schedule (Schedule V)?
1. Wild Buffalo
2. Fruit Bats
3. Common Crow
Select the correct code:
a) 1 Only
b) 2 and 3
c) 1 and 2
d) All of the above

Answer B
Explanation
Schedule V includes the animals which may be hunted.
They are Common crow , Fruit bats, Mice, Rats

Question 75
Consider the following statements with respect to ‘DISHA Committee’
1. It seeks to promote participative governance and deliberative democracy.
2. The Chairperson of a DISHA committee is the District Collector nominated
by the Ministry of Rural Development.
Select the correct statements
a)1 Only
b)2 Only
c)Both 1 and 2
d)Neither 1 nor 2

Answer A
Explanation
District Development Coordination and Monitoring Committees (DISHAs)
have been formed to ensure better coordination among all the elected
representatives in Parliament, State Legislatures and Local Governments
(Panchayati Raj Institutions/Municipal Bodies) for efficient and time-bound
development. It is a government wide initiative that seeks to promote
participative governance and deliberative democracy. DISHA seeks to
achieve this by facilitating a quarterly review of all development activity at
the district level. The Chairperson of a DISHA committee is the senior most
Member of Parliament (Lok Sabha) elected from

Answer A
the district and nominated by the Ministry of Rural Development. DISHA
committee meetings will be held on a quarterly basis, under the chairmanship
of the MP, and will be attended by all elected representatives and officials
from the district. The DISHA committees will have powers to seek
information and demand effective follow up on issues raised during the
deliberations at the DISHA meetings. The District Collector is the Member
Secretary responsible for convening the meeting and ensuring effective and
timely follow up.

Question 76
Why there are very few Tropical Cyclones during southwest monsoon
season?
1.The southwest monsoon is characterized by the presence of strong westerly
winds in the lower troposphere and very strong easterly winds in the upper
troposphere.
2.The potential zone for the development of cyclones shifts to north Bay of
Bengal during southwest monsoon season
Select the correct statements
a) 1 Only
b) 2 Only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer C
Explanation
The southwest monsoon is characterized by the presence of strong westerly
winds in the lower troposphere (below 5 km) and very strong easterly winds
in the upper troposphere (above 9 km). This results in large vertical wind
shear. Strong vertical wind shear inhibits cyclone development. Also, the
potential zone for the development of cyclones shifts to North Bay of Bengal
during southwest monsoon season. During this season, the low-pressure
system up to the intensity of depressions form along the monsoon trough,
which extends from northwest India to the North Bay of Bengal. The
Depression forming over this area crosses Orissa – West Bengal coast in a day
or two. These systems have shorter oceanic stay which is also one of the
reasons for their non-intensification into intense cyclones.

Question 77
Which of the following statements is/are correct with respect to the
relationship between Rights and Duties?
1. The right of one is related to the duty of the other
2. Duties not rights are important for the stability of the state
3. Rights are correlative with duties
Select the correct statements
a) 1 and 2
b) 1 and 3
c) 3 Only
d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer B
Explanation
Rights and duties are closely related and cannot be separated from one
another. Both go side by side. These are the two sides of the same coin. If one
has the right, the other has the duty related to that right. If one enjoys the
right, it becomes the duty of the other not to prove an obstacle in the
enjoyment of his right.

Question 78
If you travel by road from Shillong to Kozhikode, what is the minimum
number of states within India through which you can travel?
a) 5
b) 6
c) 7
d) 8

Answer C
Explanation
The states travelled will be Meghalaya, Assam, West Bengal, Odisha, Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu/Karnataka, Kerala

Question 79
Which of the following is NOT included in the Belt and Road Forum (BRF)?
a) China-Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC)
b) Nepal-China Trans-Himalayan Multi-dimensional Connectivity Network
c) China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
d) Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) economic corridor

Answer D
Explanation
India’s decision to skip the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) may have led to the
exclusion of the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) economic
corridor from the list of projects covered by the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) umbrella. South Asia is covered by three major undertakings
 China-Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC)
 Nepal-China Trans-Himalayan Multi-dimensional Connectivity Network,
including Nepal-China cross-border railway
 China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)

Question 80
The Global Risk Financing Facility is a/an
a)IMF’s initiative to assist the developing countries in case of a foreign
exchange crisis.
b)World Bank collaboration to help vulnerable countries manage the financial
impact of climate change and natural hazard-induced shocks.
c)Collaboration among the major banks of the world working with the OECD
to maintain Basel III norms.
d)UNCCD funded initiative that seeks to finance the developing countries to
check the risk of desertification.

Answer B
Explanation
The World Bank Group and the Governments of Germany and the UK, with
support from representatives of the Vulnerable Twenty Group (V20), have
launched a US$145 million Global Risk Financing Facility (GRiF) to help
vulnerable countries manage the financial impacts of climate change and
natural hazard-induced shocks.
GRiF will be implemented by the World Bank, the Global Facility for
Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR), and select implementing
partners.

Answer B
The Facility was announced at the World Bank and International Monetary
Fund (IMF) Annual Meetings, which convened from 12-14 October 2018, in
Bali, Indonesia.
Additional Information:
The Vulnerable Twenty (V20) Group of Ministers of Finance of the Climate
Vulnerable Forum is a dedicated cooperation initiative of economies
systemically vulnerable to climate change. The V20 works through dialogue
and action to tackle global climate change.
V20 Members: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bhutan, Burkina Faso,
Cambodia, Colombia, Comoros, Costa Rica, Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Fiji, The Gambia, Ghana, Grenada,
Guatemala, Haïti,

Answer B
Honduras, Kenya, Kiribati, Lebanon, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives,
Marshall Islands, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Palau, Palestine, Papua
New Guinea, Philippines, Rwanda, Saint Lucia, Samoa, Senegal, South
Sudan, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Tanzania, Timor-Leste, Tunisia, Tuvalu, Vanuatu,
Viet Nam and Yemen.
The Climate Vulnerable Forum (CVF) is an international partnership of
countries highly vulnerable to a warming planet. The Forum serves as a
South-South cooperation platform for participating governments to act
together to deal with global climate (Founded in 2009).

Question 81
For election to the State Assembly, a nomination paper can be filed by:
a)any citizen of India whose name appears in the electoral roll of any
assembly constituency of that particular state.
b)a resident of the constituency from which the election is to be contested.
c)any citizen of India whose name appears in the electoral roll of any
assembly constituency.
d)any citizen of India.

Answer A
Explanation
According to Section 5 of Representation of the People Act, 1951
Qualifications for membership of a Legislative Assembly. —A person shall
not be qualified to be chosen to fill a seat in the Legislative Assembly of a
State unless—
(a)in the case of a seat reserved for the Scheduled Castes or for the Scheduled
Tribes of that State, he is a member of any of those castes or of those tribes,
as the case may be, and is an elector for any Assembly constituency in that
State.

Answer A
In the case of a seat reserved for an autonomous district of Assam, he is a
member of a [Scheduled Tribe of any autonomous district] and is an elector
for the Assembly constituency in which such seat or any other seat is reserved
for that district; and
(a)in the case of any other seat, he is an elector for any Assembly
constituency in that State:
[Provided that for the period referred to in clause (2) of article 371A, a person
shall not be qualified to be chosen to fill any seat allocated to the Tuensang
district in the Legislative Assembly of Nagaland unless he is a member of the
regional council referred to in that article.]

Question 82
Consider the following statements:
1. In India, the Aravallis are spread over five States only.
2. The main branch of Ganga River flows through five States only.
3. Chilika Lake is spread over two States only.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1 only

Answer B
Explanation
The Aravalli mountain range spans four states—Gujarat, Rajasthan, Haryana
and Delhi.
The main stem of river Ganga flows through Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Jharkhand, Bihar and West Bengal.
Chilika Lake is spread only in Odisha.

Question 83
With reference to the role of UNWater, which of the statements is/are correct?
1.UN-Water coordinates the efforts of UN entities and international
organizations working on water and sanitation issues.
2.UN agencies, programmes and funds with a water-related mandate are
partners of UNWater.
3.UN-Water releases the World Water Development Report.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
a) 1, 2 and 3
b) 1 and 3 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1 only

Answer B
Explanation
UN-Water coordinates the efforts of UN entities and international
organizations working on water and sanitation issues.
UN agencies, programmes and funds with a water-related mandate are
Members of UN Water.
Partners are international organizations, professional unions, associations or
other civil society groups that are actively involved in water and that have the
capacity and willingness to contribute tangibly to the work of UN-Water.
On World Water Day, UN-Water releases the World Water Development
Report focusing on the same topic as the campaign.

Question 84
The Global Forest Financing Facilitation Network (GFFFN) recently in news
is created by:
a) Food and Agriculture Organization
b) Global Forest Coalition
c) United Nations Forum on Forests
d) The International Union of Forest Research Organizations

Answer C
Explanation
The Global Forest Financing Facilitation Network (GFFFN) was established in 2015
with the following mandate and priorities: promote the design of national forest
financing strategies to mobilize resources for sustainable forest management, to
facilitate access to existing and emerging financing mechanisms, including the Global
Environment Facility and the Green Climate Fund; and to serve as a clearing house
on existing, new and emerging financing opportunities and as a tool for sharing
lessons learned from successful projects.
It was created by United Nations Forum on Forests

Question 85
Consider the following and select the correct match:
Cyclone
Affected Regions
1. Cyclone Idai:
: Mozambique
2. Cyclone Sagar:
: Andhra Pradesh
3. Cyclone Mora:
: North East India
Select the correct code:
a)1 and 2 only
b)1 and 3 only
c)2 and 3 only
d)1, 2 and 3

Answer B
Explanation
Cyclone
Idai Intense Tropical Cyclone Idai was one of the worst tropical cyclones on record to affect
Africa and the Southern Hemisphere
Idai brought strong winds and caused severe flooding in Madagascar, Mozambique, Malawi,
and Zimbabwe.
Cyclone
Sagar Cyclonic Storm Sagar was the strongest tropical cyclone to make landfall in Somalia
in recorded history, and the first named cyclone of the 2018 North Indian Ocean cyclone
season. Forming on May 16 east of the Guardafui Channel, Sagar intensified intoa cyclonic
storm on the next day, as it gradually organized. The storm turned to the west-southwest and
traversed the entirety of the Gulf of Aden, making landfall over northwestern Somalia
Cyclone Mora
Cyclone Mora was a tropical cyclone that caused widespread devastation and severe flooding
in Sri Lanka, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Bangladesh, Myanmar and Northeast India.

Question 86

You can see ‘Hump-backed Mahseer’ in their natural habitat in which one of
the following places?
a) Cauvery River basin
b) Ganga River Basin
c) Mahanadi River Basin
d) Brahmaputra River Basin

Answer A
Explanation
Hump-backed mahseer, a large freshwater fish also called the tiger of the water and
found only in the Cauvery river basin (including Kerala’s Pambar, Kabini and
Bhavani rivers) is now “Critically Endangered”: more threatened than the tiger is, as
per the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s Red List of Threatened
Species.

Question 87
International North–South Transport Corridor (INSTC) covers:
1. Caspian Sea
2. Persian Gulf
3. Black Sea
Select the correct code:
a)1 and 2 only
b)2 and 3 only
c)1 only
d)2 only

Answer A
Explanation
The International North–South Transport Corridor (INSTC) is a 7,200-km-long multimode network of ship, rail, and road route for moving freight between India, Iran,
Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Russia, Central Asia and Europe.
The route primarily involves moving freight from India, Iran, Azerbaijan and Russia
via ship, rail and road.
The objective of the corridor is to increase trade connectivity between major cities
such as Mumbai, Moscow, Tehran, Baku, Bandar Abbas, Astrakhan, Bandar Anzali,
etc.
This will also synchronize with the Ashgabat agreement, a Multimodal transport
agreement signed by India (2018), Oman (2011), Iran (2011), Turkmenistan (2011),
Uzbekistan (2011) and Kazakhstan (2015) for creating an international transport and
transit corridor facilitating transportation of goods between Central Asia and the
Persian Gulf.

Question 88
Where will you find famous Trimurti Sadashiva (three-faced Shiva), RockCut Sculpture?
a) Ajanta
b) Ellora
c) Elephanta
d) Bagh

Answer C
Explanation
The Elephanta Caves contain rock cut stone sculptures that show syncretism of Hindu
and Buddhist ideas and iconography.
The caves are hewn from solid basalt rock. Except for a few exceptions, much of the
artwork is defaced and damaged.
The carvings narrate Hindu mythologies, with the large monolithic 20 feet (6.1 m)
Trimurti Sadashiva (three-faced Shiva), Nataraja (Lord of dance) and Yogishvara
(Lord of Yoga) being the most celebrated.

Question 89
Consider the following
1. Banswara Dam
2. Kandana Dam
3. Wanakbori Dam
On which of the following River, above Dams are located?
a)Mahanadi River
b)Narmada River
c)Mahi River
d)Chenab River

Answer C
Explanation
All are based on Mahi River
Mahi river receives several tributaries on both the banks, out of which the main
tributaries are Som, Anas and Panam.
Initially the river flows Northwards through Dhar and Jhabua districts of M.P. and
then turns left and passes through the Ratlam district of M.P., then turning to North West, it enters the Banswara district of Rajasthan and flows in South - West directions
and thereafter enters the Panchmahal district of Gujarat state. Then the river
continuously flows in the same direction through Kheda district of Gujarat and finally
falls intothe Gulf of Khambhat in Arabian Sea.
MAHI River crosses the tropic of cancer twice. It is popularly described as Mahisagar
due to the vastness of the river.

Question 90
Consider the following statements about Jal Marg Vikas Project (JMVP).
1.
JMVP between Varanasi and Haldia is being implemented with
assistance from the International Monetary Fund.
2.
It envisions, developing a navigable channel on the River Ganga,
between Allahabad and Haldia (1620 Kms).
3.
The NW-1 passes through West Bengal, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar, serving major cities like Allahabad, Varanasi, Patna, Howrah, Calcutta,
Haldia.
a)
1&2
b)
2&3
c)
1&3
d)
1, 2 & 3

Answer D
The phase-1 of JMVP between Varanasi and Haldia is being implemented with
technical and financial assistance from the World Bank. It envisions, developing a
navigable channel on the River Ganga, between Allahabad and Haldia (1620 Kms).
The development of National Waterway (NW)-1 would facilitate bulk transport of
cargo and thereby result in the economic development of the region. The NW-1
passes through West Bengal, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, serving major cities
like Allahabad, Varanasi, Patna, Howrah, Calcutta, Haldia etc.

Answer D
Logistics hubs with rail connectivity at important nodal points along the National
Waterway will be created by IWAI with the help of Dedicated Freight Corridor
Corporation of India Limited (DFCCIL). The project also involves development of
fairway, strengthening of river navigation system, conservancy works and modern
river information system, Digital Global Positioning System, night navigation
facilities, creation of a new state of art navigational Lock at Farraka and Multimodal
terminals at Sahibganj, Haldia and Varanasi.

Question 91
What is the application of ‘Roslin Technique’ which is sometimes seen in
news?
a) Cloning
b) Genome editing
c) Bio-remediation
d) Antibodies and antigen

Answer A
Explanation
• The Roslin Technique is a variation of somatic cell nuclear transfer that was
developed by researchers at the Roslin Institute. The researchers used this method to
create Dolly the Sheep.
• The Honolulu Technique refers to the technique that uses adult cells and nuclei for
cloning. In this cloning technique the cell’s nucleus is extracted. A donor nucleus is
injected into an egg. The new cell is chemically cultured to start cell growth.
• Cloning techniques are the lab methods used to produce offspring that are
genetically same to the donor parent.
• There are mainly three techniques used for cloning:
• Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer which refers to a laboratory technique for creating a
clone embryo with a donor somatic nucleus. In the process of reproductive cloning,
this can be used as an intial step.

Question 92
Which of the following services is not offered by National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI)?
a) Unified Payment Interface (UPI)
b) Cheque Truncation System (CTS)
c) Aadhar Payment Bridge System (APBS)
d) National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT)

Answer D
Explanation
National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) is an electronic funds transfer system
maintained by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Started in November 2005, the setup
was established and maintained by Institute for Development and Research in
Banking Technology (IDRBT). It is not a service offered by NPCI.
National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) is an umbrella organization for all
retail payments system in India.

Answer D
It was set up in December, 2008 with the guidance and support of the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) and Indian Banks’ Association (IBA)
• Product and Services of NPCI include –
• Rupay and Rupay Contactless
• National Financial Switch (NFS)
• Immediate Payment Service (IMPS)
• Unified Payment Interface (UPI) and BHIM
• National Automated Clearing House (NACH)
• Cheque truncation system (CTS)
• Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS)
• BharatQR

Question 93
Rafah Crossing Point is the crossing point between
a) Egypt and Gaza Strip
b) Jordan and Syria
c) Kuwait and Iraq
d) Lebanon and Israel

Answer A
Explanation
The Rafah Border Crossing or Rafah Crossing Point is the sole crossing point
between Egypt and Gaza Strip. It is located on the Gaza–Egypt border, which was
recognized by the 1979 Israel–Egypt Peace Treaty.

Question 94
NGO Singchung Bugun Community Reserve has won the India Biodiversity
Award 2018. Which of the following statements are true regarding the
reserve?
1.It is located in Nagaland.
2.The NGO won the India Biodiversity Award 2018 in the “Conservation of
wildlife species” category.
3.The NBA award recognises the Bungun community efforts to conserve the
critically endangered bird Bugun Liocichla.
Select the correct option
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 1 and 3 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer C
Explanation
• The Singchung Bugun Community Reserve: India Biodiversity Award 2018
• Arunachal Pradesh-based NGO Singchung Bugun Community Reserve (SBVCR)
won the India Biodiversity Award 2018 in the “Conservation of wildlife species”
category.
• It was awarded for its efforts to conserve rare critically endangered bird Bugun
Liocichla. Do you know?

 The Reserve was instituted under a clause of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 that
enables any state government to declare a community-owned forest area as a
“community reserve” if the locals are willing to participate in conservation efforts
for the same.
 The Reserve lies right next to the Eaglesnest Wildlife sanctuary, a biodiversity
hotspot, which is also home to the Bugun Liocichla — a new bird species that has no
reported sighting anywhere else in the world.
 The NBA award especially recognises the community efforts to conserve the
Liocichla.

Question 95
India recently started operations of the Shahid Beheshti port. The port is
located in –
a) Iran
b) Bangladesh
c) Oman
d) Israel

Answer A
Explanation
Government of India took over the operations of a part of Shahid Beheshti Port,
Chabahar (Iran), during the Chabahar Trilateral Agreement meeting held on
December 24, 2018.

Question 96
PCSK-9 gene mutation which was in news recently is related to?
a) Fighting bad cholesterol
b) Rice Intensification
c) Gene Editing
d) Space Research

Answer A
Explanation
PCSK-9 gene mutation: a way to fight bad cholesterol
Use of PCSK9 inhibitors (PCSK9) helps in lowering cholesterol levels and reduce the
risk of heart attacks.
The PCSK9 are a new class of injectable drugs that reportedly reduce ‘bad’
cholesterol levels by up to 60% when combined with a statin (another class of drugs
prescribed to help lower cholesterol levels).
The discovery of cholesterol-lowering mutations in a human gene called PCSK9 led
to the development of the most promising new drugs against heart disease since
statins.

Question 97
Consider the following statements:
1.‘Asiatic Lion Conservation Project’ was launched by alliance of
conservation organisations – Lion Family, International Fund for Animal
Welfare (IFAW), IUCN Netherlands, Wildlife Trust of India and World
Land Trust.
2.Asiatic Lions are listed as ‘Endangered’ under the IUCN Red List.
3.The concept of Greater Gir has been adopted through which additional
suitable habitat for lion is being developed for the habitation of lion.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a) 1 and 2 only c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3
b) 2 only

Answer C
Explanation
Asiatic Lion Conservation Project
• After as many as 23 lions died in Gujarat’s Gir forest since September (especially
due to virus infection), the Centre and the Gujarat government have announced a
₹97.85 crore Asiatic Lion Conservation Project.
• A key outcome of the project is to have a dedicated veterinary institute, “lion
ambulances”, and back-up stocks of vaccines that may be required.

• The Gujarat government has envisaged a ‘Greater Gir’ that includes, other than the
existing Gir National Park, sanctuaries in Girnar, Pania and Mitiyala.
• Key aspects of the conservation project include undertaking “habitat improvement”
measures, making more sources of water available, creating a wildlife crime cell, and
a task force for the Greater Gir region.
Key facts about Asiatic Lion:
 IUCN Status: Endangered
 The lion is one of five pantherine cats inhabiting India, along with the Bengal tiger,
Indian leopard, snow leopard and clouded leopard.

 It was also known as “Indian lion” and “Persian lion”.
 Asian Elephant Alliance
 It is an umbrella of five NGOs, was launched to reverse crisis facing elephants.
 The initiative aims to stem the crisis facing the world’s remaining Asian elephants –
thought to number only 35,000 – 45,000.
 The member organisations are Elephant Family, International Fund for Animal
Welfare (IFAW), IUCN Netherlands, Wildlife Trust of India and World Land Trust.

Question 98
Recently there was a proposal to translocate some of the African cheetahs to
which one of the following sites in India?
a)Nauradehi Wildlife Sanctuary
b)Kuno Palpur Wildlife Sanctuary
c)Ranthambhore National Park
d)Sundarbans National Park

Answer A
Explanation
Madhya Pradesh forest department had written to the National Tiger Conservation
Authority (NTCA) to revive the plan to reintroduce cheetahs in the State’s Nauradehi
sanctuary.
India was once home to many cheetahs, but the last of them was killed in 1947 (in
Chhattisgarh) and the cheetah was declared extinct in India in 1952. It is the only
large mammal to have been declared extinct in our country in recorded history.
• The Wildlife Institute of India at Dehradun had prepared a ₹260-crore cheetah
reintroduction project six years ago.

According to the earlier action plan, around 20 cheetahs were to be translocated to
Nauradehi from Namibia in Africa. The Namibia Cheetah Conservation Fund had then
showed its willingness to donate the felines to India. However, the State was not ready
to finance the plan contending that it was the Centre’s project.
Recently, the NTCA told that African cheetahs would be translocated in India from
Namibia and would be kept at Nauradehi wildlife sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh.
Reintroducing this beautiful animal will ensure the restoration of our natural heritage.
Most importantly, it will contribute towards the conservation of the dryland (grassland,
scrubland and open forest) ecosystems that the cheetah inhabits.
Kuno-Palpur Wildlife Sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh has been shortlisted for
introduction of Asiatic Lions from heavily-populated Gir in Gujarat.

Question 99
Consider the following statements about Bharatmala project.
1.

It is an ambitious road and highways project.

2.
Under programme, roads will be built along borders with Bhutan and
Nepal
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a)

1 only

b)

2 only

c)

Both 1 & 2

d)

None of these

Answer : C
Ministry/Department : Ministry of Road, Transport and Highway
Project:
It is an ambitious road and highways project.
It envisages construction of 34,800 km of roads along India’s borders, coastal
areas, ports, religious and tourist places as well as over 100 district
headquarters.The BharatMala project will include economic corridors (9,000
km), inter-corridor and feeder route (6,000 km), national corridors efficiency
improvement (5,000 km), border roads and international connectivity (2,000
km), coastal roads and port connectivity (2,000 km) and greenfield
expressway (800 km).

Answer : C
Under programme, roads will be built along borders with Bhutan and Nepal,
bottlenecks on existing Golden Quadrilateral highway network will be
removed.
Bharatmala project will start in Gujarat and Rajasthan, followed by Punjab
and subsequently traversing the Himalayan belt through Jammu and Kashmir,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, parts of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal,
Sikkim, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur (next to the Indo-Burmese
border) and then to Mizoram. Northeastern states have been given special
focus in the project and international trade is a key aspect as well.

Question 100
Which of the following technologies can be used as an ASAT weapon?
1. Cyber-attacks
2. Electro-Magnetic Pulse (EMP)
3. Pellet cloud
Select the correct option.
a) 1 & 2
b) 2 & 3
c) 1 & 3
d) 1, 2 & 3

Answer : D
What are anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons?
Anti-satellite weapons (ASAT) are space weapons designed to incapacitate or
destroy satellites for strategic military purposes.
ASATs can be used to intercept and jam communication or military satellites of
enemy countries in the time of war and stop them from communicating with their
soldiers.
It can also be used to access critical information about troop movements or
incoming missiles.
The anti- satellite weapons can even undertake pellet cloud attacks on enemy's low
orbit satellites.
Other ASAT capabilities include cyber-attacks on space systems, Electro-Magnetic
Pulse (EMP) explosion devices, directed energy (laser based) weapons and targeted
missiles for destruction of satellites to sabotage the enemy's military operations

